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Abstract

The coexistence of diverse opinions is necessary for a pluralistic society in which

people can confront ideas and make informed choices. The media functions as a pri-

mary source of information, and diversity across news sources in the media forms

the basis for wider discourse in the public. However, due to numerous economic

and social pressures, news sources frequently co-orient their content through what

is known as intermedia agenda-setting. Past research on the subject has examined

relationships between individual news sources. However, to understand emergent

behaviour such as opinion diversity, we cannot simply analyse individual relation-

ships in isolation, but instead need to view the media as a complex system of many

interacting entities.

The aim of this thesis is to develop and empirically test a method for under-

standing the network effects that intermedia agenda-setting has on the diversity of

expressed opinions within the media. Utilising latent signals extracted from news

articles, we put forward a methodology for inferring networks that capture how

agendas propagate between news sources via the opinions they express on various

topics. By applying this approach to a large dataset of news articles published by

globally and locally prominent news organisations, we identify how the structure of

intermedia networks is indicative of the level of opinion diversity across various top-

ics. We then develop a theoretical model of opinion dynamics in noisy domains that

is motivated by the empirical observations of intermedia agenda formation. From

this, we derive a general analytical expression for opinion diversity that holds for

any network and depends on the network’s topology through its spectral properties

alone. Finally, we validate the analytical expression in a linear model against empir-
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ical data. This thesis aids our understanding of how to model emergent behaviour

of the media and promote diversity.



Impact Statement

One of the ongoing policy challenges in many modern democracies is how to pro-

mote pluralism and diverse opinions in the media without undermining the freedom

of the press. The primary impact of this thesis is to inform evidence-based policy-

making by operationalising intermedia agenda-setting. The results from this the-

sis improve our understanding of how to quantify and measure agenda-setting and

inter-media influence, as well as provide a scalable method to highlight the impact

that individual news sources have on overall agenda diversity.

Within academia, this work promotes network science as a set of tools for un-

derstanding the impact of mass media communication. The impact of the research

has been through publications at international conferences and journals. The first

study was published in ASONAM [1], the second study features in the journal of Ap-

plied Network Science [2] and the final study has been published in Royal Society

Open Science [3].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

There is considerable value in understanding how opinions are formed, distributed

and spread within a society, and how they evolve over time. Both at an individual

and organisational level, what we judge to be true or false, good or bad, important

or trivial, are each driven by our opinions and beliefs. It is not surprising, therefore,

that there has been a substantial and multidisciplinary research effort into under-

standing the mechanisms by which opinions are formed, how they are exchanged

and propagated, and the dynamics governing how they evolve over time.

Even in an age of social media, digitisation, and information democratisation,

the mainstream media retains a position as an influential power in shaping public

opinion through the opinions that it transmits [4, 5]. Editorial decisions on what

events to report on and how to frame their reporting are key factors in influencing

the public’s agenda [6, 7].

Just as individuals in society are attuned to opinions of those around them, the

opinions and beliefs that motivate each news outlet (known as their agenda) are also

influenced by peers and competitors [4, 8, 9]. In an effort to remain in tune with

their readership base, it is commonplace for news sources to report on issues and

adopt narratives in response to the reporting of their peers. The BBC, for instance,

has an entire section on its online platform dedicated to comparing and contrasting

other news sources’ takes on particular issues. This results in an interesting and
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complex system of interacting agents that act to spread and adopt agendas, not just

to their audience, but also between one another.

Opinion dynamics has emerged as an interdisciplinary field of research that

draws on elements of economics, control theory, applied mathematics and com-

puter science to study opinion formation as a complex system of interacting agents

[10, 11]. When we think of opinions, most people will likely interpret this as opin-

ions held by individual people and groups of individuals. Indeed, opinion dynamics

research is generally motivated by a wish to understand the social dynamics under-

pinning people’s opinion formation process. There is nothing to say, however, that

the same mechanics do not transfer to opinions expressed by the media through its

reporting activities.

Within communications theory, the flow of information between news sources

is understood through intermedia agenda-setting theory, which attempts to explain

co-orientation of narratives across the media as an attempt to disambiguate infor-

mation and rely on one another to confirm and reinforce ideas [12]. Research in

intermedia agenda setting in the past focused on understanding the behaviour of in-

dividual news sources, such as who the key agenda-setters are in various countries,

or the impact of various socio-technical transformative phenomena, such as the rise

of social media and the spreading of fake news. The field has also largely relied on

manual coding and simple cross-lagged correlation analysis [13]. There has only

been very limited research that seeks to understand behaviour of the media from

the perspective of network science. A network approach allows us to uncover how

interactions in the media impact emergent behaviour which may otherwise not be

apparent by studying news sources in isolation.

Understanding the macro-level emergent behaviours of the media ecosystem

can help contribute towards tackling policy challenges. One of the major ongoing

challenges faced by regulators and overseeing bodies is evaluating and promoting

media diversity, including the diversity in availability of political viewpoints and

opinions that are expressed across different sources [14]. Understanding who the

influencers are, the strength of each actor’s influence and the rate at which informa-
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tion spreads can speed up existing practices and provide new perspectives, all in a

scalable and accessible way.

In this thesis, we demonstrate how, by viewing the media as a complex in-

teracting system, we can use approaches common to opinion dynamics research to

understand the media’s agenda-formation process. By proposing a novel approach

that measures the media’s agenda as the opinions that they express across various

topics, we present a method for identifying latent influence networks within the me-

dia that relies solely on automated content analysis of online news publications, and

which yields results that are consistent with the expectations of agenda-setting the-

ory. Focusing on opinion diversity in particular, we identify how the structure of the

media’s influence network in and of itself affects opinion diversity within the media

as a whole. Finally, we show how the relationship between social network structure

and opinion diversity generalises to arbitrary systems of interacting agents.

1.2 Research Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to operationalise and contextualise intermedia agenda-

setting research. This is accomplished through three successive studies that each

build on the results of the last.

Study 1: A scalable method suitable for measuring media opinion formation

One of the primary modalities through which the media imposes its agenda is

through the opinions that it expresses in the news articles it chooses to write and

publish. The information within those articles, specifically that which gives insight

into a particular agenda, needs to be extracted from the texts. The objective of the

first study is, therefore, to construct a scalable method that extricates the information

necessary for measuring media opinion formation from news articles.

The method must reflect our existing understanding of the ‘agenda-setting

mechanisms’ through which the media influences public opinion. It does this

through controlling what topics are salient and by the way it frames these topics

[15, 16]. Consequently, the method operates in two steps. First, it extracts what

topics are being discussed by each of the various news sources. Second, it measures
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salience as the relative amount of attention that each source gives to the various

topics, along with sentiment to capture how each source frames each topic to evoke

an emotional response from its readers.

Study 2: Operationalising Intermedia Agenda Setting

Building on the method proposed in the first study, the second objective is

to use this method to operationalise intermedia agenda setting theory. First, we

demonstrate how the method in the previous study can be extended to test what

impact news sources have on one another’s agendas. By quantitatively contrasting

how reporting differs across news sources on a common topic, we identify networks

that capture influencer-influencee relationships. These networks are then used as

a basis to test different hypotheses of intermedia agenda-setting such as whether

there are bellwether news sources who consistently act as leading indicators of what

narrative the media will adopt on a given issue, or whether there are gatekeepers

who sit particularly central within the influence networks.

A further component that we explore within the second study is the relation-

ship between the structure of the intermedia networks and opinion diversity of the

respective topic. We do this by analysing network statistics such as density and

clustering coefficient, that can correspond to higher levels of opinion diversity.

Study 3: The Impact of Noise and Topology on Opinion Dynamics

The results from the second study reveal that the structure of intermedia influ-

ence networks is indicative of the level of diversity observed in the media. Thus, the

objective of the third study is to draw on the emerging literature on opinion dynam-

ics to understand whether this relationship has a mathematical foundation or if it is

instead a specific property of the online media. The final study has two aims. Firstly,

it acts as further validation of the empirical results of the second study. Secondly, it

provides a basis upon which to investigate the generalisability of the results to other

domains. If there is a mathematical foundation to these results, then we can be more

confident in assuming that other social networks, such as networks of social media

users, would display similar emergent behaviour.

To achieve this, we use a model of a networked population of agents to simu-
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late the opinion formation processes with the intent of mimicking those we might

expect to observe empirically. From these models we are able to derive an analyti-

cal expression for the expected long-run opinion diversity of a population. We then

proceed to demonstrate how varying certain properties of the system (such as the

density of social ties or the level of clustering) results in different levels of opinion

diversity.

1.3 Research Contributions

The nature of this thesis is highly interdisciplinary and covers aspects from soci-

ology and communications theory through to computer science and applied math-

ematics. This thesis uses a data driven approach to gain insight into how different

actors in the media influence each other and how this in turn affects diversity in the

media’s opinions. The aim not to put forth a comprehensive theory of how agents

in the media form opinion, but rather to provide the means of modelling and opera-

tionalising the processes defined by existing theories of media agenda setting. This

thesis bridges the gap between research on intermedia agenda-setting (which has in

the past been rooted in the social sciences) and research in opinion dynamics (which

has roots in applied mathematics and statistical physics). In doing so, we make the

following contributions:

Contribution 1: A novel method for capturing how the media promotes an

agenda

The method, which is dependent only on the content of published news articles,

is easily reproducible and can be applied to arbitrary domains in which multiple

distinct agents generate text data at regular intervals (such as social media and online

blogs). Deploying this method on a dataset of news articles from May-December

2016, we identify characteristics in news coverage that distinguish different types

of news sources. In particular, we find that elite and state-backed news sources are

more likely to focus on hard news such crime, terrorism and politics and, as such,

use more language associated with anxiety and fear. In contrast, tabloid-style news

sources are found to focus more on lighter topics, which is reflected in the tone of
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their content.

Contribution 2: Operationalising intermedia agenda setting research

This contribution is achieved by identifying latent networks in the online news

media that capture peer influence in how opinions may propagate between news

sources and how this is reflected in media coverage. These networks highlight as-

pects of the mechanism behind the media’s agenda formation. For example, we

identify that for a significant proportion of topics there is evidence of ‘gatekeeping’

tendencies, whereby a small subset of news sources maintain a disproportionately

large influence. Moreover, we find that elite news sources (New York Times, Wash-

ington Post etc.) are more likely to be identified as potential gatekeepers.

Contribution 3: A Quantifiable measure of media diversity

There are many facets to media diversity including diversity in ownership, di-

versity in the workforce or diversity in access. This thesis looks specifically at

diversity in opinions. We propose a straightforward measure that encodes the level

of discord in the media on a given topic as the amount of variance in opinions across

each of the news sources. We demonstrate that the structure of intermedia influence

networks captures part of the dynamics of how the media frames different topics.

Contribution 4: An analytical expression of opinion diversity of arbitrary net-

works

The final contribution is to place these results in the context of opinion dy-

namics literature. Taking two well-established deterministic benchmark models of

opinion dynamics, we adapt them to a stochastic framework that is more analogous

to real-world opinion formation in the media. We then present a testable mea-

sure of the expected network opinion diversity of the proposed models and derive

an analytical expression for it that can be computed for an arbitrary network from

the eigenvalue sequence of its adjacency matrix. Through this we are then able to

empirically validate the predictions of the model by testing the extent to which it

captures variations in opinions of the intermedia networks.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 gives a review of the related theoretical and technical literature. The

first section is devoted to a review of the literature on the media’s agenda-setting

paradigm and how the media influences public opinion. This leads on to a back-

ground on the opinion dynamics literature and information diffusion analysis in

social networks. This is followed by a description of the other tools used through-

out the dissertation, including probabilistic topic modelling and causal inference.

Chapters 3, 4 & 5 each present one of the studies outlined above. Finally, Chapter

6 concludes the dissertation with a discussion of the results as well as their implica-

tions and suggestions for potential future work.





Chapter 2

Background

The nature of this thesis is highly cross-disciplinary, in this chapter we aim to give

an overview and background of the various disciplines that investigate the forma-

tion and dissemination of opinions. First we review the literature stemming from

the social sciences that explains how people are persuaded by the information that

they are exposed to and, in particular, the role that the media plays in the public

opinion formation process. Then, we discuss opinion dynamics and information

diffusion analysis, which also broadly seeks to explain how people form opinions,

though using approaches that are much more grounded in computer science and ap-

plied mathematics. Lastly, we review the mathematical preliminaries that will be

relied upon throughout this thesis, such as graph theory, stochastic processes and

probabilistic topic modelling.

2.1 Agenda-Setting and Media Effect
Scholarly interest in the influence of mass media on public opinion can be attributed

to observations of the impact of propaganda in the first half of the 20th century.

One of the earlier theories on the effect of media communication is the Harold

Lasswell’s Hypodermic Needle Theory (also known as the Magic Bullet Theory),

which was proposed to explain how audiences can so effectively be persuaded by

propaganda [17]. The theory portrayed the media as little short of an omnipotent

and omnipresent ‘pied piper’ in its ability to directly determine people’s opinions,

and that messages from the media go straight into a passive audience, as if the audi-
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ence were ‘injected’ with the media’s message without any inference or negotiated

meaning (hence the name). However, in the 1940s and 1950s, numerous studies,

using various methodologies, failed to find supporting evidence for the theory.

Following the failure to validate the Hypodermic Needle Theory, multiple al-

ternative competing theories emerged. One such theory, proposed by Elihu Katz,

flips the ‘question’ from “what do the media do to people?” to “what do people

do to the media?” [18, 19]. Known as the Uses and Gratifications theory, Katz’s

argument is that of a supply-and-demand relationship between the media and the

audience, where the media take on the role of suppliers and the audience that of

consumers. Under the Uses and Gratifications model, the public has a set of needs

and that the media’s purpose is to provide content that satisfies those needs. Exam-

ples of such needs include being aware of current events, escapism and diversion,

and providing audiences with characters with whom they can emotionally bond.

This concept of the audience wielding all the power is diametrically opposed to

the Hypodermic Needle Theory. If the audience does not enjoy the ‘service’ being

provided by the media, then it will disengage with the source, ultimately causing

the media outlet to fail [19]. However, disputants of this theory argue that, while

the Hypodermic Needle Theory assigned disproportional emphasis to the media,

the Uses and Gratification Theory focuses too much on the individual and neglects

social structures [20].

If the Lasswell’s Hypodermic Needle model sits at one end of the media in-

fluence spectrum, then Katz’s Uses and Gratifications model sits at the other end.

In between is the Limited Effects Model, proposed by Paul Lazarsfeld and his team

at Columbia University [21]. Based on a longitudinal study of voting behaviour in

Erie County, Ohio in the 1940s, they found that exposure to media reinforces voting

choices and that people tend to seek out messages that are in line with their opin-

ions. Klapper [22], builds on this concept of ‘selective exposure’, suggesting that

the public selectively choose media sources that reinforce their prior beliefs. While,

it is easy to find evidence of selective exposure in our current societal paradigm

in the form of homophily and echo-chambers in online social media platforms, the
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Limited Effects Model suggests that the media can only ever enforce people’s be-

liefs and cannot alter them.

2.1.1 Agenda-Setting Theory

Possibly the most famous experiment on the media’s influence on public opinion

is known as the “Chapel Hill study”. In this seminal study, Max McCombs and

Donald Shaw monitored the frequency and extent to which particular issues were

present in the news in the run-up to the 1968 US presidential election, and the de-

gree to which the public perceived the issues as important. Their findings showed

that there is a strong link between what the media chooses to focus on and public

perception [6]. This study lead to the development of the Agenda-Setting Theory

of media influence, which remains one of the most popular theories of mass me-

dia effects to this day. The theory states that the media does not tell people what

to think, but rather it tells people what to think about. It puts forward a concep-

tualisation of the mechanism by which the media sets the public agenda. This is

namely achieved through the frequent and prominent coverage of selected issues.

Consequently, certain issues become more salient in the minds of the public and are

therefore perceived to be of greater importance.

In the fifty years since the Chapel Hill study was first conducted, Agenda-

setting theory has seen numerous conceptual developments that further refined its

mechanism of action. One of the factors that has arguably led to the success of

the agenda-setting theory over other theories is its generalizability. Despite hav-

ing its origins in media impact and propaganda research, the core features of the

agenda-setting mechanism are applicable beyond just studying the relationship be-

tween mass media and the general public. This is namely because people rely on

the availability of information as a proxy for importance, and that by controlling the

availability, one can influence people’s perception of the world. Rogers et al. [23]

define three types of agenda-setting: 1) Public agenda setting, which is the ‘tradi-

tional’ hypothesis focusing on how the public’s agenda is influenced by the media,

2) Policy agenda-setting, which studies how the agenda of policy-makers is set; and

3) Media agenda-setting (also known as agenda building), which focuses on how
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the media itself forms an agenda. More recently, there has been a great deal of re-

search in applying the agenda-setting framework to understanding the dynamics in

online social media [24].

As well as studying the agenda-setting on different dependent variables under

consideration (public, policy, media etc.), there have also been many advances in

our understanding of the agenda-setting mechanism itself. While the original the-

ory proposed by McCombs and Shaw focused solely on salience of topics, agenda-

setting mechanism has since been shown to have micro-foundations on the ‘aspect

level’ in that the salience of relationships between objects and attributes can also

be transferred from the media to the public agenda. This has become known as

Network Agenda-Setting [25, 26]. In other words, availability and accessibility do

not just influence how we perceive high-level topics, but rather it influences how we

perceive the elements that constitute those topics. This realisation, while subtle, is

profound because it highlights that agenda is transferable between topics and news

events that share underlying aspects. Developments of agenda-setting also acknowl-

edge the role of affect as a tool to garner attention and thereby increase salience

[15, 27], however it is often overlooked in empirical studies which consider issue

frequency. That notwithstanding, the limited research has validated intuitive find-

ings, such as audiences being more receptive to messaging with negative emotion

than to messaging with positive emotion [28].

2.1.1.1 Intermedia Agenda-Setting

As was previously alluded to, one of the subdomains within the agenda-setting lit-

erature is agenda building, which looks at how the agenda of the media is set. While

this area has only received moderate attention until recently, the shift towards online

and social media platforms has triggered a surge in research interest, particularly

with regards to so-called intermedia agenda-setting [13]. Intermedia agenda-setting

looks at the flow of information between different media sources and the extent to

which news organizations follow each other for topics of coverage [9].

Much of intermedia agenda-setting research is focused on answering the ques-

tion of “who sets the agenda” [29, 4]. Early research showed that elite newspapers
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such as the New York Times and Washington Post often determine reporting of other

news sources [30]. Much of the subsequent research has also verified this direc-

tional flow of influence from elite to non-elite sources across different geopolitical

landscapes, such as in Chinese [9], Dutch [29], Russian [31], and South Korean [12]

media. With the emergence of online news, blogs and social media, studies have

also looked at intermedia agenda-setting between different types of media, such as

emerging of media and blogs [4, 24]. In addition to asking who sets the agenda,

also known as ‘gatekeeping’, intermedia agenda-setting literature has looked at me-

dia agenda diversity [9, 14] and herd behaviour [32].

Intermedia agenda-setting research primarily relies on qualitative research in

which the authors select content from a specific set of pre-defined news sources

and perform null-hypothesis tests for the existence of influence between them [13].

The media landscape is changing and, while the elite sources still hold to a certain

level of repute [13, 4], agenda-setting power is becoming democratised, and more

scalable approaches are needed for us to understand how agenda is set.

2.2 Opinion Dynamics

One of the primary modalities through which we form opinions is through social in-

teractions. Through dialogue and rhetoric we change and adapt our understanding

of the world, our beliefs and our agendas. Opinion dynamics has emerged as a do-

main that attempts to formalise the study of how people interact to exchange infor-

mation and form opinions. The treatment of opinion dynamics is usually founded on

the concept of social influence [33], which states that individuals adapt their beliefs

and behaviours in response to their social environment. Using tools from a variety

of disciplines, including statistical physics, behavioural science and control theory,

opinion dynamics research seeks to understand a broad range of social phenomena,

such as consensus formation [34], and minority opinion survival and spread [35]. In

the previous section we introduced the concept of intermedia agenda-setting. There

is a clear parallel between agendas propagating through the news sources and opin-

ions propagating through a social network. One of the primary aims of this thesis
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is to present an opinion dynamics-based approach to studying intermedia agenda-

setting. With this in mind, we provide an overview of opinion dynamics research.

2.2.1 General Framework

There are two approaches to modelling the dynamics of social systems: macro-

scopic or microscopic. Macroscopic models of opinion dynamics use a statistical

approach to directly model the distribution of opinions within a population and how

the distribution evolves over time. Centred on mean-field theory, macroscopic mod-

els treat individuals as a continuous mass rather, than discrete particles [36, 37, 38].

Macroscopic models are convenient for modelling very large systems, however the

media systems that are the focus of this thesis are not sufficiently large to make

mean-field assumptions.

Microscopic models primarily use agent-based modelling. Agent-based mod-

els function on the basis that there is a set of individuals (known as agents or actors)

who each have a state that evolves over time according to some set of pre-defined

rules that govern the mechanism by which the individuals interact. The set of rules

generally involves agents trading signals with one another about their state and then

updating their state according to the signals they receive from other agents. In the

context of opinion dynamics, an agent’s state is generally assumed to correspond to

their opinion. The goal of agent-based research is to identify the set of rules that

most accurately capture the behaviour of the real-world system in question and to

then study the emergent behaviour of the system as a whole based on the behaviours

of its constituents. One can also use agent-based modelling to study how variations

in the set of rules impact the emergent behaviour.

Formally, the agents can be represented as a column vector yt of length N

where yi,t represents the ith agent’s opinion at some time t. Agents interact accord-

ing to an N ×N matrix A, where Ai,j encodes the social influence that i exerts on

j.

Approaches to opinion dynamics modelling vary from one another in two

ways. The first is on whether, and if so which, bounds are set on yt. For instance, if

yt are real-valued and continuous then the dynamics will frequently obey ordinary
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differential and recurrent equations whereas discrete-valued models usually rely on

probabilistic approaches [39, 40, 41]. The second is the mechanism governing the

way in which agents interact and influence one another. Below we give an overview

of several quintessential agent-based models.

2.2.2 DeGroot Model

One of the first models of opinion dynamics was introduced as the ‘iterative opin-

ion pooling’ model presented by Morris H. DeGroot in 1974 [42]. Referred to

as the French-DeGroot, or simply the DeGroot model, it describes a simple pro-

cedure that allows rational agents1 to reach consensus by iteratively pooling their

opinion [43, 34]. The model assumes that 1) every individual in a population has

a real-valued scalar opinion and 2) everyone’s opinions update synchronously as a

weighted average of their own opinion plus the opinions of their friends. In other

words, for a population of N social agents (or actors), indexed 1 through N , who

interact according to a weighted graph G(V , E), each individual, i, has a scalar opin-

ion yi,t ∈ R at time t. This can be understood as an opinion score representing how

strongly an individual feels about a particular issue or how much they like/dislike

something. The agents update their opinions synchronously from time t to time

t+ 1 via a weighted average of their own opinion at time t and the opinions of their

neighbours in G. Mathematically this can be expressed as,

yi,t =
N∑
j=1

Aj,iyj,t−1 (2.1)

where A is the adjacency matrix of G(V , E) which has |V | = N nodes and

|E| = kN
2

edges. A is a row-stochastic matrix, commonly referred to as the trust

matrix since the value of Ai,j = 1
ki

can be interpreted as level of trust between the

ith and jth nodes2. Using a column vector yt = ( y1,t ... yN,t )T the system can be

written in compact notation as,

1‘rational’ in the sense that they have clearly defined and stable preferences and predictably
update their opinions in line with those preferences

2In practice we use Ai,j = 1
ki(1+η)

where η is a small constant to ensure that the opinions follow
a stationary process.
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yt = Ayt−1 . (2.2)

Intuitively, the process can be understood as the process of assimilation

through repeated averaging of opinions. At each step, i’s opinion becomes the

trust-weighted average of all of the opinions of its social circle (including its own).

The DeGroot model reaches consensus when the system converges which, as

described in detail in [39, 34, 44], occurs so long as the agents form a strongly

connected graph.

2.2.3 Friedkin-Johnsen Model

The DeGroot model captures how people assimilate by adjusting their own opinions

as a weighted average of their peers. The Friedkin-Johnsen (FJ) model extends this

by acknowledging that not everybody is perfectly susceptible to their friends and

most people are at least somewhat stubborn [45]. The FJ model accounts for this

phenomenon by extending the DeGroot model to include a ‘susceptibility’ term S =

diag(si) where si ∈ [0, 1] is the ith individual’s susceptibility to being influenced

and 1−si thereby being their stubbornness. The dynamical system for the Friedkin-

Johnsen model is,

yt = SAyt−1 + (1− S)p, (2.3)

where p is a vector of ‘prejudices’ and is often taken to be p = y0.

It is easy to see that if si = 1,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} then we recover the DeGroot

model. The FJ model converges if (and only if) the product SA form a regular

matrix (i.e., the limit lim
k→∞

(SA)k exists) [46, 39, 47]. The FJ model is not guaranteed

to reach a consensus. A trivial example to demonstrate this would be to consider

the case where S = 0.

The FJ model is somewhat unique in that, unlike most other theoretical models

of opinion dynamics, it actually has been experimentally validated for small and

medium-sized groups of people [48, 49, 46].
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2.2.4 Bounded Confidence Models

Both the DeGroot and Friedkin-Johnsen models assume that at each step an agent

will always be influenced by the same set of other agents in the system. In other

words, it assumes that A is a constant. Another set of models, known as Bounded

Confidence Models lifts this assumption to capture the phenomenon of homophily,

whereby people tend to commune into groups that share their attitudes and out of

groups that disagree with them [50]. Bounded confidence models account for this

by allowing for variable “contact rates”, i.e., that the network topology is dynamic,

specifically that agents will form stronger bonds with those who they have simi-

lar opinions with and segregate themselves from one another if their opinions di-

verge. Most of the bounded confidence models of opinion dynamics are based on

the mechanisms of either the Hegelsmann-Krause Model or the Deffuant-Weisbuch

Model.

2.2.4.1 Hegelsmann-Krause Model

In the Hegelsmann-Kraus (HK) model [51], individuals have real-valued opinions

yi = RN and a confidence interval [yi − d, yi + d] ⊂ R, where d > 0 is the

confidence range. When an agent i updates his/her opinion, they only consider

the subset of trusted nodes whose opinions that fall within their own confidence

interval, Ii(y) = {j : |yj − yi| ≤ d}, and ignore the rest. Under the HK model,

agent i updates his/her opinion at time t + 1 by taking the arithmetic mean of the

opinions of all of the trusted agents whose opinions, at time t, fall within his/her

confidence interval.

yi(t+ 1) =
1

|Ii(y)|
∑

j∈|Ii(y)|

yj(t) (2.4)

The opinion update mechanism of the HK model is the same averaging process

as that of the DeGoot model. Therefore, the system can be viewed as a time-varying

DeGroot model in which the transition matrix is given by
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Ai,j(t) =


1

Ii(yi)
, if j ∈ Ii(yi)

0, otherwise
(2.5)

However, unlike the DeGroot model, the system is not guaranteed to converge

to a single consensus. Rather, the HK model is prone to forming clusters where all

the nodes within one cluster converge [51].

2.2.4.2 Deffuant-Weisbuch Model

The Deffuant-Weisbuch (DW) model [52] can be understood as an asynchronous

counterpart to HK. While in the HK model it is assumed that at each time step all

agents update their opinions, the DW model assumes that only some will do so. Un-

der the DW model, at each step two random agents are selected who then re-adjust

their opinions if the difference is below the confidence bound d. Mathematically,

for agents i and j with opinions yi and yj , they update their opinions according to:

yi,t+1 = yi,t + µ(yj,t − yi,t), (2.6)

yj,t+1 = yj,t + µ(yi,t − yj,t), (2.7)

where µ ∈ (0, 0.5] is a constant convergence parameter that takes on a similar

role to that of Ai,j in previous models in that it stands for the attraction between

opinions.

Asynchronous models, such as the DW model, are commonly thought of as

a modelling gossip and rumour spreading as it assumes that agents’ interactions

are not all simultaneous, but rather in pairs. Due to the randomness in selecting

interacting pairs along with the nonlinear dynamics of the system, analytical results

of the DW model are limited. Nonetheless, Gómez-Serrano et al. [53] provide

analytical results that show that in the limit of t→∞, the population forms a set of

clusters that, like the HK model, are too far apart to interact and Proskkurnikov and

Tempo [54] show that the DW model “converges almost surely” .
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2.2.5 Discrete Opinion Models

The models discussed so far all treat opinions as continuous values. However in

some domains it is more appropriate to model opinions as binary or categorical,

such as when trying to model voter behaviour. Just as with continuous models, both

mean-field and agent-based modelling has been proposed to model categorical, and

particularly binary opinions.

The voter model proposed by Clifford and Sunberry [41] is one of the earliest

and well known discrete models of opinion dynamics. The model is extremely

simple: Every node begins with a binary opinion s ∈ {−1, 1}. At each time step,

a random agent i is selected along with one of its neighbours j. The agent, i,

then adopts the opinion of j, i.e., si,t+1 = sj,t. Originally proposed as a model

of competition of species, it became popular because it is one of only few non-

equilibrium stochastic processes that can be solved exactly in arbitrary dimensions

[55, 10]. Numerous extensions to the model have been proposed, including those

that allow agents three states (leftist, rightist, or centrist) [56], or the inclusion of

stubborn agents [40].

Another popular discrete opinion dynamics model is the majority rule model,

which was first proposed to describe public debates [57]. At each time step a ran-

dom subset of agents form a group that all adopt the majority opinion of the mem-

bers of the group. The model, along with recent extensions that include zealous

agents, have been used as an explanatory model for debate outcomes on divisive

issues such as global warming and the H1N1 pandemic [58].

The literature on opinion dynamics is vast and constantly growing. Here we have

given a high-level overview of the different models that have been proposed. There

are a bounty of papers and book chapters that give more details about each of these

models and their emergent behaviours [10, 59, 39, 54, 60, 11].

It has been pointed out that there is a strong imbalance in opinion dynamics

research towards theoretical studies based on modelling stylised artificial societies

[61]. However, one of the contributions within the context of this thesis is to use
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opinion dynamics as a mathematical framework to generate testable hypotheses of

how the media would behave under differing assumptions of how agenda propa-

gates.

2.3 Influence and Diffusion in Social Networks

While opinion dynamics research has a strong emphasis on modelling, it places

significantly less emphasis on measuring. Empirically measuring how signals prop-

agate through a network is tackled in a line of research known as information dif-

fusion analysis. From a conceptual perspective there is a lot of overlap between

opinion dynamics and information diffusion since both are concerned with under-

standing how signals propagate within social networks. One way to distinguish the

two is that information diffusion pertains to understanding how a specific signal

propagates through a social network and the role that individual actors have in the

spread of that signal. In contrast, opinion dynamics is concentrates on the process-

ing of such signals by individuals and the resulting aggregate behaviour.

Chang et al. [62] categorise information diffusion analysis into four broad

research areas: information diffusion modeling, authority and influence evaluation,

influence maximisation, and information source detection.

Information diffusion models are often based on independent cascade, linear

threshold or epidemic models [63, 62, 64]. While opinion dynamics models gener-

ally assume that all individuals have an opinion, information diffusion models con-

sider an initial ‘seed node’ (i.e., a ‘patient-zero’) who has some signal that, when

they share it, initiates a chain reaction. A typical example of this would be someone

posting a message in social media and then measuring how far or how quickly the

post spreads. Tambuscio et al. [65], for instance propose an epidemic model of viral

hoaxes. Most frequently, the models are applied in the task of influence maximisa-

tion. The aim of influence maximisation is, as the name suggests, to identify a small

subset of nodes that have maximum influence. Kemp et al. [63] demonstrate that

the influence maximisation problem is NP-hard for independent cascade and linear

threshold models. As a result, various approximation methods have been proposed
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due to its wide-ranging practical applicability, especially in viral marketing [62, 64].

For a particular diffusion model, one can then ask questions about the author-

ity and influence of given individuals. Numerous evaluation metrics have been pro-

posed to assign influence values to agents in social networks. A popular approach

is to use an individual’s centrality within a social network. Centrality, which is de-

fined in more detail in section 2.4.4.3, is a measure of how influencial someone is

based on where they are positioned within a social network [66, 64, 67, 68]. Other

measures ignore centrality. Ver Steeg and Galstyan [69], for example, propose the

use of transfer entropy, a measure for determining how much better the sequence of

signals emitted by one agent can be predicted by including the signal history from

another agent. Other methods have focused on whether the signals transmitted by

one agent Granger-cause those of the other agents within the same network [4].

The relation to opinion dynamics becomes most apparent when one views an

agent’s action (such as tweeting) as a proxy measure for an opinion. Blog posts, or

likes and shares on Twitter can be seen as discrete observations of an individual’s

opinion that have the potential to impact the opinions of others, who themselves

are then induced to like/share, etc. This thesis extends the analogy to intermedia

agenda-setting. The media are represented as a social network that influence one

another to adopt their agendas based on the topics they discuss and the opinions

they express about those topics. The fundamental difference is that, in many online

social networks the links between individuals is explicit. In online news, though,

the influence between two agents is latent and needs to be inferred.

2.4 Mathematical Tools
The final section of this chapter presents the mathematical tools that are used

throughout the remainder of this thesis.

2.4.1 Stochastic Processes and Stationarity

A time-series can be defined as an ordered sequence of data points, and a stochas-

tic process can be defined as a time-series where each data point is a sample

from a random distribution. Formally, a stochastic process may be written as
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{X(t, ω) : t ∈ T}, where T is some set generally interpreted as time, and ω ∈ Ω is a

sample space. A stochastic process is considered stationary if its unconditional joint

probability distribution remains unchanged when shifted in time. I.e., a stochastic

process X = {X(t, ω) : t ∈ T} with cumulative distribution function of the uncon-

ditional joint distribution FX(xt1+τ , . . . , xtk+τ ) is said to be strictly stationary if for

all k, τ and t1, . . . , tk,

FX(xt1+τ , . . . , xtk+τ ) = FX(xt1 , . . . , xtk) (2.8)

A stationary process may be intuitively understood as one whose ‘characteris-

tics’ (such as mean and standard deviation) do not change with time.

A weaker form of stationarity, known as covariance stationarity, defines Xt

as stationary if the mean and second-order moments (variance, autocovariance and

autocorrelation) are time-independent.

There are a large number (if not infinite) ways in which a stochastic process

may not be stationary, however two of the most commonly occurring are trend sta-

tionarity and difference stationarity. A process is considered to have trend station-

arity if removing a deterministic trend (i.e., a function dependent solely on time)

results in a stationary process. A process is said to be difference stationary (a.k.a. a

unit root process) if for some d ∈ N, d successive first-order difference operations

result in a stationary series. Such a series is said to have order of integration d.

2.4.2 Auroregression and Vector Autoregression

An autoregressive (AR) model is a particular type of stochastic process, commonly

found in nature, in which the output variable, yt depends linearly on previous values.

Mathematically, a pth-order AR model, AR(p), is defined as,

yt = ω0 +

p∑
j=1

ωjyt−j + εt, (2.9)

where ω is a constant and ε is a random variable that represents exogenous

noise to the system.

The vector autoregressive (VAR) model is a multidimensional extension to the
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AR model. For an N -dimensional system, A pth-order VAR, denoted as VAR(p)

can be written in vector form as,

yt = c+

p∑
k=0

Akyt−k + εt, (2.10)

where c, y and ε are N -dimensional vectors and Ai is an N ×N matrix. The

error term, εt must obey the following three rules:

1. The error terms are zero-mean. E[εt] = 0

2. The covariance matrix of the errors, Σ is positive-semidefinite.

3. There is no serial- or cross-correlation in the errors. E[εt,iεt,j] = 0

2.4.3 Granger Causality

The notion of ‘causality’ is an important concept in all natural and social sciences.

The only way that one can truly make a statement about whether one variable causes

another is by splitting a population and performing an intervention in one group

while leaving the other as a control group, and then testing for whether there is a

statistically significant difference in the behaviours and/or outcomes of the groups.

However, in many real-world systems it is not possible to split a sample population

in order to stage an intervention. For instance, if one is trying to measure whether

sentiment in Twitter influences financial markets, one cannot simply split the finan-

cial markets in two to create a control and treatment financial market to run the

experiment.

Because of the difficulties often faced when studying real-world systems, re-

searchers have had to construct weaker notions of causality to study how a change

in one variable impacts the change in another. One popular method developed by

C. Granger, known as Granger causality, measures the ‘predictive causality’ of one

variable over another [70]. Intuitively, a time-series X is said to Granger cause Y

if the past values of X give better predictive power over Y than simply using past

values of Y alone.
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Granger causality is tested by comparing a linear regression model of Y which

includes only lagged terms of Y , called the restricted model, with a linear regression

model of Y that includes both the lagged variables of Y and Y .

Restricted model: yt = ω0 +

p∑
j=1

ωjyt−j (2.11)

Unrestricted Model: yt = ω0 +

p∑
j=1

(ωjyt−j + γixt−j) (2.12)

Where p is the number of lags, and is chosen using an information criterion,

such as the Akaike information criterion or the Bayesian information criterion. The

null hypothesis that X does not Granger-cause Y can be tested using an F -test.

2.4.4 Graph Theory

Graph theory is a branch of mathematics concerned with modelling pairwise re-

lations between objects. A graph G = (V,E) is defined as an ordered set of

vertices (commonly referred to as nodes) V that represent objects, and edges

E = {(vi, vj)|vi, vj ∈ V }, that represent a relation between vertices vi and vj

for some i, j ∈ [1, N ] for N = |V |. If pair of vertices vi and vj are connected by an

edge, then those vertices are said to be neighbours. Graphs can also be described

by their adjacency matrix A, where Ai,j is a binary value indicating whether or not

(vi, vj) ∈ E. If A is a symmetric matrix, then the graph is said to be undirected,

i.e., (vi, vj) = (vj, vi) for every i, j ∈ [1, N ]; otherwise the graph is said to be di-

rected. In practical terms, a directed graph is one in which relations point from one

entity to another entity (and are therefore often represented with arrows), while an

undirected graph does not imply any directionality.

2.4.4.1 Graph Density

Graph density (Density) ρ, defined in equation 2.13, is the fraction of possible edges

that are actually present in the graph; its value lies strictly in the range 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1.
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ρ =
2|E|

(|V | − 1)|V |
(2.13)

2.4.4.2 Clustering Coefficient

Clustering coefficient (Cl. Coeff ) measures the amount of edge transitivity. For two

vertices vi and vj , it is the probability that (vi, vj) ∈ E given that (vi, vk) ∈ E and

(vj, vk) ∈ E for some third vertex vk. It can be interpreted as measuring the degree

to which agents are grouped together. High clustering coefficients would suggest

that there are groups of agents that interact between one another but not with others.

There are several variations of this definition, however this thesis uses the global

cluster coefficient defined as,

Cl. Coeff =
3× number of triangles in the network
number of connected triples of verteces

(2.14)

2.4.4.3 Centrality

In the study of graphs and their structure, the importance of a node is referred to

as its centrality. There are several different ways of measuring centrality, and they

each produce a different result.

The simplest measure of centrality is degree centrality, where the centrality

of a node is determined by the number of edges connected to it (its degree). The

logic behind the degree centrality is simple, the more connections you have, the

more important you must be. In a directed graph one can also look at the in-degree

and out-degree, which counts only the number of incoming and outgoing edges

respectively.

Though the degree centrality is both inexpensive to compute and insightful,

it relies on several crucial assumptions. In particular, it assumes that all neigh-

bours are equally important. However there are many instances where this is not

the case; being connected to certain individuals must carry more weight than be-

ing connected to others. One centrality measure that takes this into account is the

eigenvector centrality, which scores the centrality of a node based on the centrality

of its neighbours. The eigenvector centrality is given by the eigenvector equation
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Ax = λx, where λ is a constant. If a node has many relations to many important

nodes then it itself must also be important. In fact, in the DeGroot model, the in-

fluence of a node over the eventual consensus opinion is equal to its eigenvector

centrality

A well documented problem with the eigenvector centrality is that it cannot

handle networks that are not strongly connected. A network is said to be strongly if

for any pair of nodes i and j, there exists a path from i to j. However, the PageRank

centrality is able to account for this. A node that receives an edge from another node

that has high centrality ‘dilutes’ this influence if it subsequently ‘distributes’ it to

many other nodes by having many outgoing edges of low centrality. The expression

for the PageRank centrality of a node is given in Equations (2.15) and (2.16), de-

pending on whether one wishes to penalize organisations that have high out-degree

or those that have high in-degree.

xi = α
∑
j

Ai,j
xj
Kout
j

+ β (2.15)

xi = α
∑
j

Ai,j
xj
Kin
j

+ β (2.16)

2.4.5 Network Formation Models

Network statistics such as the ones described above can have profound effects on

the wider behaviour of the system. We can use mathematical models of network

formation to construct networks to understand how varying properties impacts the

behaviour.

2.4.5.1 Erdős-Rényi Random Graph

Possibly the simplest network model is the Erdős-Rényi random graph model [71],

often simply referred to as a random graph. Constructing an ER random graph takes

two parameters N and p where N is the number of nodes in the network and p is

the is the probability of an edge existing between two randomly selected nodes.

The degrees of each node in an Erdős-Rényi random graph are i.i.d binomially

distributed and the probability of an arbitrary node having degree k is,
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P (k) =

(
N − 1

k

)
pk(1− p)N−k−1

The average degree 〈k〉 is thereby simply the expected value of a binomial

distribution,

〈k〉 = (N − 1)p

2.4.5.2 Stochastic Block Model

Similar to ER graphs is the Stochastic Block Model (SBM). The SBM is a genera-

tive model for networks that contain communities where the connectivity of nodes

within the same community is different than that of nodes between communities

[72]. The method for constructing graphs under the SBM mimics that of ER ran-

dom graphs however, while the ER model takes as parameter a scalar probability p,

the SBM uses a stochastic C ×C matrix P where C is the number of communities.

The matrix element Pi,j is the probability of an arbitrary node from community i

sharing an edge with an arbitrary node from community j. The diagonal elements

of P therefore represent the intra-group connectivity whereas the off-diagonal ele-

ments of P represent the inter-group connectivity.

2.4.5.3 Scale-Free

Scale-free networks capture the property of preferential attachment, in which the

degree of a node grows in proportion to its existing degree. Mathematically, they are

defined by having degree distribution asymptotically follows a power-law P (k) ∼

k−λ, where λ is degree exponent which usually takes values 2 < λ < 3. Scale-free

networks been extensively studied because of their pervasiveness many real world

systems, with famous examples of scale-free networks including the World Wide

Web [73] and protein-protein interactions [74].

The most widely known model for generating scale-free networks is the

Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [75]. The BA model begins with a connected seed

network of |V | = N0 nodes. A new node is then added and, for each existing

node ni ∈ V with degree ki, an edge is generated between the new node and with

probability
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pi =
ki∑
j kj

.

This is then repeated until some some stopping criteria is met until |V | = N .

The resulting degree distribution of the BA model is

P (k) ∼ k−3

The difference between scale-free networks and random networks is most

prominent at the tails of the degree distribution. In scale-free networks, there is

a higher probability of observing high-degree nodes, known as hubs, which act to

reduce the average shortest path length of the network.

2.4.5.4 Watts-Strogatz

A small-world network is a particular type of network in which the mean distance, l,

between two randomly chosen vertices is ‘small’ in the sense that l grows logarith-

mically with the number of nodes in the network, N . Small-world networks (i.e.,

those which exhibit the small-world phenomenon) are of note as they are “highly

clustered, like regular lattices, yet have small characteristic path lengths, like ran-

dom graphs” [76]. As a result, they exhibit interesting properties that make them

ubiquitous in social network analysis. One property is that, due to the high cluster

coefficient, they tend to contain cliques, which are sub-networks in which almost

any two nodes are connected by an edge. Another property of small-world networks

is that, due to the small mean path between nodes, most pairs of nodes will be con-

nected by at least one short path [77]. Furthermore, due to the small value of l,

information propagates easily through small-world networks [78].

There is no one universally accepted way of measuring presence of the small-

world phenomenon in a network. One popular method, and the one employed in this

thesis, is the Humphries-Gurney σ measure [79], which is calculated by comparing

the cluster coefficient CG and path length lG of networkGwith that of an equivalent

random network R, with the same degree as G, that has cluster coefficient Cr and

path lengthlr. r is usually determined using Monte-Carlo sampling. The expression
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for Humphries-Gurney σ is given by the equation 2.17. If σ > 1, i.e., Cg >> Cr

and LG >> Lr, then the network is considered to exhibit the small-world effect.

σ ≡ CG
Cr

lr
lG

(2.17)

Networks with the small-world property can be generated using the Watts-Strogatz

(WS) model [76]. The model takes three parameters, N , k, and q, where q is the

‘rewiring probability’. The algorithm of the WS model begins by constructing a ring

lattice whereby the nodes are formed into a ring and each node is connected to it’s

k/2 nearest neighbours on either side. Then, for each node i = 0, . . . , N − 1, take

its k/2 rightmost neighbours, with probability q, rewire the edge so that it forms a

link with a different node, one which is chosen (uniform) randomly from the set of

nodes that i does not already share an edge with.

The rewiring parameter, q, captures the interpolation between the circular lat-

tice model, which has high clustering and long average path length, and the random

graph model, which has low clustering and short average path length.

2.4.6 Applications of Networks in Data Science

Network science has become a standard tool to analyse large datasets detailing in-

teractions in social systems. Common tasks in the analysis of graphs extracted from

social systems include network completion, link prediction and node labelling.

Network completion is the task of completing partially observed networks that

have missing nodes and edges. The most common method for solving the network

completion problem has been based on using expectation maximisation on Kro-

necker graphs [80]. Recently, an alternative approach, known as DeepNC has been

proposed which predicts missing graph entries based on a deep generative model

that is learned based on structurally similar graphs to the one that is being com-

pleted [81].

When only edges are missing then the problem is referred to as ‘link predic-

tion’. Here, the problem is that of measuring the extent to which the evolution of

the topology of a network can be modelled using features that are intrinsic to the
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network itself [82]. While there are many domain-specific link prediction methods,

Martinez et al., [83] describe four general approaches: similarity-based methods,

probabilistic and statistical methods, algorithmic methods, and preprocessing meth-

ods. Similarity-based methods are based on the premise that nodes tend to form

links with other nodes similar to themselves. Such methods define a function s(i, j)

that represents the similarity between a pair of nodes i and j. Node pairs are ranked

according to their similarity and the highest ranked node pairs are considered more

likely to be connected by a missing edge. Probabilistic approaches assume that the

network has a structure that describes how links are added to the network, such as

those described above in section 2.4.5. Probabilistic approaches to link prediction

attempt to infer the parameters of these models and then use these parameters to

compute the formation probability of non-observed edges. Algorithmic approaches

use supervised learning to classify node pairs as either edges or non-edges. Lastly,

pre-processing methods, such as low-rank approximation, are used in conjunction

with the previous methods in order to reduce the noise or the domain of the problem,

particularly in very large networks.

A further common network science problem is that of node labelling. Many

social systems can be represented as multipartite graphs, meaning that nodes within

the graph can be partitioned into independent sets (i.e., classes). Often times the

class assignment of the nodes is only partially known, but symmetries in the net-

work mean that the classes of the nodes with missing labels can be inferred from

information contained within the graph. For these tasks, deep learning architectures

such as Graph Convolutional Networks [84, 85] are widely employed.

2.4.7 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

The final topic discussed in this chapter is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). LDA

is a probabilistic topic model that is frequently used in natural language processing

(NLP). First presented in the context of NLP by Blei et al. [86], it has become the

most popular method for identifying latent abstract “topics” that occur in a set a set

of documents, such as a news articles.

LDA treats documents as an unordered collection of words. It defines topics
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as multinomial distributions of words and then documents are described by a distri-

bution over topics. LDA is easiest to understand through the generative process by

which it assumes documents are created. For each document d in a corpus D,

1. Choose the length of the document as N ∼ Poisson(ξ)

2. Choose a multinomial distribution of topics as θ ∼ Dir(α)

3. For each word in d from i = [1..N ]:

(a) Choose the topic as zi ∼ Multi(θ)

(b) Choose the ith word in the document wi from the multinomial distribu-

tion p(wi|zi, β),

where ξ, α, and β are priors. Given a set of documents, the parameters of the model

are usually learned using either Gibbs sampling [87] or variational approximation

[86].

LDA has one free parameter, K, which is the number of topics. A common

method for determining the appropriate value ofK, and the one used here, is to train

multiple models with varying K and select the one which maximises the average

topic coherence, c(K) = 1
K

∑K
k ck [88]. The coherence of a topic ck is,

ck =
∑
i<j

log(
D(wi, wj) + 1

D(wi)
), (2.18)

where wi and wj are the top words in k D(wi, wj) is the number of documents

in which words wi and wj co-occur. Intuitively, if two words belong together in a

topic then one would expect them to co-occur in a proportionately large number of

documents, Eq. (2.18) captures this.

LDA has been applied to agenda-setting contexts in the past, including in mod-

elling political agendas [89, 90], detecting agenda-setting campaigns [91], and more

recently to study media agenda diversity [9]. In the context of this thesis, the topics

that can be extracted using LDA feature as part of a convenient and easily repro-

ducible proxy measure of the media’s agenda on different issues.





Chapter 3

Opinion Detection in the Online

News Media

This chapter, which is based on the paper published in [1], provides a data-driven

unsupervised learning approach to operationalise agenda-setting and to validate that

the approach yields common-sense results that are consistent with intuitive expec-

tations. As a methodological contribution, this chapter advances the literature on

agenda-setting to capture the media dynamics of which issues the media attends to

and how they are framed.

3.1 Introduction
Most media sources have digitised their content to make it available to online con-

sumers. This digital transition has made data-driven research of agenda-setting far

more accessible. The research has primarily focused on validating the theoretical

models on empirical data by identifying issues that are covered by the media and

then testing whether the media coverage, public response, or both are consistent

with the expectations of the theory [15, 7]. Some studies have explored specific

events, such as elections and referendums, or ongoing politically contentious topics

such as gun laws, abortion laws or LGBT+ rights [92, 93, 94]. Others have also fo-

cused on aggregate data from specific geographical regions [12, 4, 29, 31]. A 2013

review of media agenda-setting literature found that the average number of outlets

included in a study is just 3.4 [14]. Though there have since then been numerous
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studies that exploit big data to identify evidence of agenda-setting, their specificity

means that the methods the authors employ rely heavily on prior knowledge about

the geopolitical events and zeitgeist to construct specific search queries and filters

that return relevant data.

One of the limitations of the previous mass media agenda-setting research is

that any dynamic analysis they perform is bounded by the scope of predefined issues

selected by the researchers. While they continue to find evidence of agenda-setting

in specific domains, they do not address the dynamics within the media more gen-

erally.

From agenda-setting theory and the plethora of studies that have validated it,

we have a reasonably good understanding of how audiences will respond to different

editorial decisions regarding news coverage and issue framing [7, 95]. However,

the dynamics of the mainstream media is still not well understood as there is no

generalisable approach to measuring and monitoring the underlying dynamics of

these editorial decisions.

Probabilistic topic modeling is an unsupervised machine learning tool fre-

quently used in identifying latent semantic structure in texts. Along with other tools

such as sentiment analysis, it provides a means of operationalising agenda-setting

research. It allows us to study variations in news coverage such as how different

news sources discuss a particular issue, both in the relative weight and attention

that they give to an issue, as well as the way in which the topics are framed and how

these may vary over time. The approach in this study is similar in spirit to other

recent studies by Pinto et al. [96] and Hu [97] who also proposed unsupervised

topic detection as a method to understand media dynamics. However, while they

proxy media agenda-setting solely as a function of the number of documents that

include a topic, we also include sentiment because the combination of topic cov-

erage and sentiment has been shown to be a clear indicator of variation in public

opinion [98, 99].

This first study explores the methodological questions relating to measuring

media opinion formation from unstructured text data. Treating the media as a col-
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lection of agents, we propose a methodology for operationalising agenda-setting

research to measure and monitor the strength of the opinions that they express and

the relative emphasis that they give to the issue.

3.2 Method

Whereas prior related studies have focused on which issues receive the most at-

tention, we are concerned not only with what is discussed but also with capturing

how it is presented. In other words, we look at understanding the angle from which

an issue is broadcast as well as how its coverage varies both over time and across

different news sources and topics. Therefore, our goal is to construct time-series

that encapsulate two factors: (1) the prominence that a source assigns to a recur-

ring topic, and (2) the sentiment with which it covers it. We do this by performing

topic modelling on news articles to identify what the stories are about; we then scale

the topic assignments according to the sentiment of the articles. This provides an

indicator of the affinity between the source of an article and the topics the article

covers.

The method produces a |T | × |A| × |K| tensor, where |K| is the number of

topics, |A| is the number of news sources, and |T | is the length of the time-series. In

other words, each news source, a ∈ A has |K| distinct time-series that describe how

their sentiment towards each of the topics evolves through time. Topic extraction

is performed by training a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model [86] with

|K| topics on a corpus containing news articles from a range of different sources.

LDA is an unsupervised learning technique that models documents as a multinomial

distribution over |K| topics, and topics as a multinomial distribution over |V |words.

The number of topics, |K| is chosen to maximise the model’s coherence [88]. LDA

has been shown to successfully capture semantically coherent clusters of topics in

medium-length texts such as news articles, blogs and journals [86]. Using the LDA

model, each article in the corpus is mapped to a multinomial topic distribution that

encodes how ‘much’ of each of the |K| topics is entailed within the article. Topics

are modelled as being static over time, i.e., the per-topic word distributions are
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independent of time. This was done in an attempt to encourage the topic model to

identify issues that are more likely to impact policy-making and public opinion. Due

to repetition and cumulative exposure, topics that receive long-term media coverage

have been shown to have a greater effect on policy-making than topics that are

covered over the short- or medium-term [100].

The sentiment for each article is subsequently measured following Tuckett et

al. [101], i.e., counting the relative frequency of ’excitement’ and ‘anxiety’ key-

words that have been shown to capture the affective impact that articles may have

on a reader. That is, the sentiment value of an article is the number of excitement

keywords minus the number of anxiety keywords, all as a fraction of the length

of the article. Despite there being more sophisticated methods of capturing the

sentiment of a document, using pre-defined and validated keywords allows us to

explicitly remove those words from the vocabulary that constitutes the topic distri-

bution of words in the LDA model. This ensures that when the opinion dynamics of

each of the topics are later analysed, they are not biased by intrinsically ‘positive’

or ‘negative’ topics.

To capture how a particular news source ‘feels’ about a topic on any given day,

each of that source’s documents, from that day, are assigned a topic distribution

using the LDA model. The topic probabilities for each of that source’s articles

are scaled by the sentiment score of that article and then summed together across

articles. The resultant scalar of an agent’s attention-weighted sentiment is referred

to as their opinion. Repeating this process daily for each news source allows us to

populate a tensor G where Gt,a,k is the opinion of a news source a on topic k on a

day t. The steps for assigning opinion time series are presented in algorithm 1.

The opinion score assigned to a given news source on a given topic on a given

day is influenced by three factors: the strength of the emotion in the content they

published, the topic entropy of their articles (i.e., the probability mass of the articles

that are attributed to a topic), and the amount that they contribute in a topic (i.e.,

the number of articles that have non-zero probability mass assigned to the topic).

In other words, a source’s score will be high if there is substantial positive emotion
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Algorithm 1: Opinion Assignment
input : Set of articles D
output: Tensor G of size |T | × |A| × |K|
T ←− dates of articles in D;
K ←− set of topics;
A←− set of news sources;
for t ∈ T do

for d ∈ Dt do
a←− source of document d;
φd ←− multinomial topic distribution of document d;
sd ←− sentiment of document d;
ψd ←− sd × φd;
for ψk,d ∈ ψd do

Gt,a,k ←− Gt,a,k + ψk,d
end

end
end

expressed in their content and/or their writing is about a specific topic and/or there

is a proportionately large number of their articles about said topic.

3.3 Data
The primary dataset used throughout this thesis is the LexisNexis Newsdesk dataset,

generously provided by LexisNexis Group to University College London for the

purposes of this research. The dataset consists of 113,000,000 news articles dat-

ing from 6 May 2016 to 31 Dec 20161. In addition to the content of the news

articles, the dataset contains further metadata including the title of the article, the

source/publisher, the country, the names of companies mentioned, and the topic of

the article.

The articles in the LexisNexis Newsdesk dataset comprise various types of top-

ics, including currently headlining news, sports bulletins and opinion pieces. Man-

ual inspection of the dataset found that not all of the news articles were appropriate

for the purposes of this thesis. These included sports fixture results, weather reports

and bulletins with updates on financial markets. Consequently, various filters were

1While most days in the dataset offered a sufficient number of news articles for use in this study,
there are articles missing (and therefore no data) for the period between 7 September 2016 and 28
September 2016.
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used to disregard articles unlikely to impart relevant information. Specifically, all

articles containing less than 100 words or more than 5,000 words were discarded

so as to eliminate bulletins and long op-eds. Any articles that were not tagged as

relating to at least one of the following: Business, Science, Technology, Finance,

Companies, Industry or Top Stories, were also excluded. This removed many ar-

ticles on such topics as Entertainment (i.e., movie reviews), Sports (i.e., results of

fixtures) and Weather.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Media Topics

LDA defines documents as a distribution over topics, and topics as a distribution

over words. Selecting the model with the highest coherence resulted in 200 distinct

topics. A subset of the topics with the highest coherence values are presented in

figure 3.1. Having trained an LDA model on the corpus, a manual inspection of

the highest probability words of each of the topics shows that LDA is, unsurpris-

ingly, successfully able to identify groups of words that one would intuitively group

together. Figure 3.2 gives an example of one such word distribution.

While it is imprudent to attempt to read too strongly into the ‘meaning’ of

the topics learned using LDA, as long as one is cognisant of the fact that topics

are no more than distributions over words, then examining the topics can give use-

ful insight into the data over which the model is learned, particularly when this is

combined with domain knowledge.

Qualitative inspection of the topics learned by the LDA model suggests that

the model successfully learns to cluster words based on identifiable news topics.

These topics include Britain’s exit from the European Union, which assigns high

probability to words including [‘europe’, ‘brexit’, ‘farage’], the scandal involving

the state-sponsored doping of Russian athletes [‘olympic’, ‘doping’, ‘russia’] and

changes to central banks’ interest rates [‘bank’, ‘rate’, ‘bond’].

With this in mind, the word distributions of each of the 200 topics is fur-

ther analysed by three independent human reviewers who, drawing on their domain
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Figure 3.1: The inferred topics with the 20 highest coherence values
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Figure 3.2: Example of a distribution of the words that the LDA model learned

knowledge of the events that took place during the period, each judged whether top-

ics were simply statistical anomalies of words that happened to co-occur frequently,

or whether they are representative of real underlying news events or topics. There

were 150 (75%) topics that all of the reviewers independently deemed to capture

some true latent topic. Several of the topics could be grouped together according

to some latent theme. For example, there are three topics that could generally be

categories as ‘US Politics’, though they capture different elements of it. One has

high probability words that include [‘political’, ‘leader’, ‘president’], while another

has high probability words including [‘president’, ‘governor’, and ‘court’], while

the third assigns high probability to words such as [‘trump’, ‘clinton’, ‘campaign’].

3.4.2 Opinion Series

Next we analyze the news across topics to investigate how news sources differ in

how they report on common issues.

Not all news sources contribute equally to each of the topics. Despite the

pre-processing steps described in section 3.3 to filter news sources that only pub-

lish infrequently, there are still differences in the activity of the remaining news

sources. The larger global outlets such as the BBC and The Washington Post are ac-

tive across a greater breadth of different topics, whereas for many of the smaller or

local sources there are multiple topics for which coverage is comparatively sparse.

For instance, in 192 of the 200 topics, The Sheffield Star has at least one 10-day

window in which it does not contribute any content towards that topic. Similarly,
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the Manchester Evening Standard has 175 and Wales Online has 193. In contrast,

there are only 7 out of the 200 topics for which the BBC goes 10 days without

contributing, 6 for the New York Times, and 4 for the Sydney Morning Herald.

Moreover, the method for tracking media agenda highlights differences in the

net opinion adopted across news sources. To demonstrate this, Figure 3.3 shows

the average opinion expressed by each news source aggregated over all topics.

What we can see is that state-owned media (Deutsche Welle, Al Jazeera , BBC, and

France24), and ‘elite/broadsheet’ news sources(e.g., Washington Post, CNN, New

York Times, and South China Morning Post) use more negative framing whereas

the tabloid-style news sources (Mail Online UK - the online channel for the Daily

Mail, People Magazine, Cosmopolitain, and Hello!) are noted as using a more pos-

itive tone. There are exceptions, such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

(CBC), which is a Canadian national news broadcaster as well as the Times of India,

which is one of the most prominent English-language news sources in India.

Figure 3.3: Average opinion across topics

Just as aggregating the data by its source tells us how different types of me-

dia outlets vary in their agendas, grouping the data by topic gives insight into how

different issues are presented throughout the media. As seen in figure 3.4, the top-

ics themselves also vary in average tone. There are topics that clearly receive a
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high level of positive reporting, just as there are topics dominated by negative re-

porting. A qualitative inspection of those results aligns with intuitive expectations.

Ranking the topics by their average opinion score, table 3.1 shows the 10 words

with greatest per-topic probability of the 10 topics that express the lowest overall

opinion measures and for the 10 topics with the highest overall opinions. The top-

ics that have considerably higher-than-average opinion scores are about issues such

as sports, celebrity news and popular culture. This is consistent with the previous

observation that the tabloids, which allocate more attention to celebrity news and

popular culture, also use more language that is designed to evoke excitement. The

most overall negative topics, as identified by the model, capture issues and events

that one would expect to receive negative attention, such as crime, terrorism, and

world news. Interestingly, some of the topics that are identified as being the most

negative are about topics that are highly divisive or controversial such as Brexit,

elections and the South-China Sea.

Rank Top 10 per-topic words
1 police, man, officer, shooting, incident, shot, hospital, scene, victim, dead
2 attack, killed, security, police, terrorist, paris, french, france, islamic, killing
3 force, aleppo, al, rebel, syria, iraq, military, syrian, civilian, army
4 eu, uk, britain, brexit, leave, vote, european, referendum, remain, union
5 president, opposition, political, power, leader, right, nation, resolution, security, meeting
6 murder, prison, crime, prosecutor, guilty, sentence, court, arrested, jail, police
7 china, chinese, sea, beijing, island, military, taiwan, claim, defense, philippine
8 court, president, commission, justice, case, governor, law, office, decision, ruling
9 law, right, act, justice, rule, legal, court, constitutional, say, must
10 nigeria, iran, saudi, minister, president, nigerian, arabia, foreign, buhari, deal
...

...
191 test, melbourne, australia, coach, run, cricket, game, lion, sydney, match’
192 williams, match, wimbledon, grand, murray, tennis, open, title, slam, court’
193 art, artist, museum, festival, exhibition, event, com, theatre, band, gallery’
194 get, thing, going, know, go, really, even, little, good, think’
195 star, black, actress, hollywood, show, actor, look, christmas, lady, white’
196 christmas, holiday, star, together, pair, birthday, snap, shared, daughter, show
197 game, goal, minute, point, scored, half, league, ball, shot, match
198 love, friend, know, star, show, really, relationship, think, instagram, want
199 player, game, play, side, coach, wale, england, match, football, get
200 black, look, dress, star, white, pair, beauty, model, looked, fashion

Table 3.1: top words of topics ranked by their average opinion score
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of the average opinion scores for each topic, aggregated over all
news sources

3.4.3 Media Diversity

Next, we demonstrate how this method can be used to examine diversity in the

media. The coexistence of different and diverse voices is considered to be a prereq-

uisite for a pluralistic society in which people can confront ideas and make informed

choices [102]. In a healthy society, it is important for the media to present a stable,

balanced and diverse set of perspectives to the public [103, 102, 104]. The media

plays a central role in influencing the information that the public attends to and

diversity in media reporting is therefore an important factor in promoting the recep-

tion of diverse ideas [105]. Pluralism in the media can be understood and measured

from numerous perspectives, e.g., pluralism in access and consumption modality

(newspaper, social media, web app etc.) or pluralism in ownership and economic

models (pay-walls, advertisements, crowd-funding, state-owned etc.). We are inter-

ested in diversity of agenda, in particular, as it is both measurable using the above

methodology and has been shown to be positively linked to agenda diversity in the

public [104].

Recall that, for each topic, the method produces a score of the overall opinion

expressed by each news source at each point in time. With this, we can measure

the external diversity on each of the topics as the variance in the opinion exhibited
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(a) Distribution of the opinion variance of
each topic, measured as the median of
the daily cross-sectional variance of ex-
pressed opinions across news sources.
The distribution is log-scaled.

(b) The cumulative sum of topic weight at-
tributed to each topic in the corpus com-
pared with the media amount of variabil-
ity in the net expressed opinions of the
topic

Figure 3.5

across all of the news sources on that topic. Aggregating the diversity (e.g., the

mean or median) over time for a single topic returns a scalar metric that encodes the

average amount of opinion diversity in the opinions for that topic.

As depicted in figure 3.5a, the distribution of diversity is highly skewed to the

right, even at log-scale. There are a small number of topics that have particularly

low opinion diversity. Many of these are also the topics that were not identified by

the human reviewers as having a clearly interpretable theme. However, beyond this,

there is no clearly discernible pattern in the semantic structure that dictates which

topics have greater opinion diversity.

Past research has argued that attention is a key driver in promoting diversity

[106, 96]. We can validate this by comparing the measure of opinion diversity

against another measure which represents overall attention (excluding sentiment).

To measure the overall attention allocated to a given topic, we use the cumulative

sum of the topic probability assignments taken over all of the documents in the

news corpus. Shown in figure 3.5b opinion diversity is highly correlated to the

amount of attention that a topic receives. The opinion diversity of a topic increases

in proportion to the amount of attention that the topic receives. Hence, topics that

receive more discussion are more likely to be reported with more diverse opinions.
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3.4.4 Relationship Between Opinion Time-Series Correlation

and Topic Similarity

The final element we look at in this first study is how the correlation in overall

opinion between two topics varies depending on how similar the two topics are.

We would expect to see that two topics which are semantically similar to one an-

other would also have similar aggregate-level opinions compared with two topics

that are dissimilar. In order to study the aggregate opinion expressed about each

topic, the opinion time-series of each of the sources are summed together for each

topic, resulting in 200 time-series representing the net expressed opinion of the en-

tire community for each of the topics. We then compute the Pearson’s correlation

coefficient between each pair of time-series.

Next, we require a metric for comparing the semantic similarity between two

topics. Recalling that LDA defines a topic simply as a distribution over words,

then comparing semantic similarity between topics is equivalent to computing the

distance between two distributions. There are several methods for this. Past stud-

ies that track the evolution of media narratives have used the Jensen–Shannon dis-

tance [96, 97], which is based on a symmetric version of the well-known Kullback-

Leibler divergence as well as cosine similarity [107] and euclidean distance [108].

However, we choose to use as an alternative, the Bhattacharyya distance, as it is

a measure that is particularly well suited for multinomial distributions [109]. The

Bhattacharyya distance, DB, given in equation (3.1), has the beneficial property of

assigning greater emphasis to differences in low probability words in comparison to,

for example, cosine distance. The result of this is that the set of distances between

all pairs of topic distributions is itself normally distributed, whereas the distribution

of pairwise Jensen–Shannon distances and cosine similarities is highly skewed.

DB(q, p) = − ln
∑
x∈X

√
p(x)q(x) (3.1)

With a method for measuring similarity/difference in topic pairs based on their

opinion time-series and their word distributions, we test whether there is a statis-
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tically significant relationship between the two. This is done by running a linear

regression where the independent variable is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient

and the dependent variable is the Bhattacharrya distance. The relationship between

semantic topic similarity and opinion correlation is estimated using OLS.

Figure 3.6 shows a scatter plot of the data and the line of best fit as given by the

inferred regression parameters. According to the regression results, there is a statis-

tical relationship between aggregate level opinion correlation and topic similarity.

The allowed range of the Bhattacharyya distance is [0,∞], however the maximum

distance observed in the data is 1.75. The regression coefficient corresponding to

the Bhattacharyya distance is -0.256 (p < 0.001), so a one unit increase in the se-

mantic difference between two topics results in, on average, a decrease of -0.256

in the similarity of the opinion associated with that narrative of the topics. Given

that the correlations between opinion time-series range from 0.84 to -0.69, the re-

sult provides moderate support of the claim that semantically similar topics receive

similar framing.

This result is supportive of those of Althoff et al.[108], who use a euclidean

distance measures for topic similarity and show that semantically similar topics ex-

hibit similar behaviours with respect to their popularity and exploit this relationship

to improve popularity forecasting. Their analysis, however only looked at the pop-

ularity of the topic and not the sentiment.

3.5 Discussion

Agenda-setting theory postulates that public opinion formation is heavily influenced

by the issues that the media focuses its attention on. Framing theories further argue

that the way something is presented to an audience influences how people process

that information. This chapter has focused on proposing and qualitatively evaluating

a novel method for operationalising agenda-setting research.

The first results verify that LDA successfully captures intuitive and distinct

collections of words that are consistent with known topics discussed within the

media. This in and of itself is not a novel finding; LDA has been successfully used
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Figure 3.6: The topic similarity of each pair of topics vs. the correlation of the opinions
expressed about those topics.

as a topic modelling tool on news corpora in the past [89, 90, 9]. Nonetheless, since

the method builds on the assumption that LDA identifies distinct news topics, it is

necessary to validate this within the specific dataset.

Through analysing the outputs of the method, we identified certain character-

istics and patterns that distinguish different types of news sources from one another.

Specifically the state-owned and ‘elite’ broadsheets are more negative in their over-

all expressed opinions. A likely explanation for this is their propensity towards

covering ‘hard news’, that is, topics that are timely, important and consequential

such as politics or international affairs. In contrast, the tabloids are more likely to

use more positive excitement-evoking language.

Furthermore, we find that the most positive topics are ones relating to entertain-

ment, lifestyle and sport, whereas the topics that receive the most negative attention

are about crime and world news. This is strongly consistent with findings from Ku-

mar et al [110], who measure differences in sentiment across news topics. Their

results, however, are based on only five news sources.

We also show how one aspect of media diversity, namely external diversity,

can be measured through our approach. The diversity in the media’s opinion and

framing is highly correlated with the amount of attention attributed to the coverage

of the topic.
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This chapter demonstrates that an approach for modelling media agenda for-

mation through a combination of article topics and sentiment captures inherent dif-

ferences in tone that are consistent with our understanding of the media agenda-

setting. The next chapter builds on this methodology as a means to understand the

dynamics of intermedia agenda-setting.



Chapter 4

Content-based Influence Detection in

The Online News Media

The previous chapter proposed a data-driven method to operationalise agenda-

setting research through content analysis. Having validated that the approach pro-

duces results that are consistent with agenda-setting theory, this chapter, which has

been published as a full paper in [2], applies the method to study the emergent

opinion dynamics of the media.

4.1 Introduction
Research on agenda-setting theories of the media [6] generally either aggregate

the media into a single representative agent or treat the media as a collection of

independent actors. This chapter builds on the methodology that was introduced in

chapter 3 to demonstrate an alternative representation in which news sources can be

understood as nodes in a social network whose actions are influenced by the other

nodes in the network. By framing the system as a social network, we are able to

exploit the tools provided by network science to aid in our understanding of how

such a system evolves. Numerous studies have demonstrated how network structure

impacts signal propagation [111, 112]. However, we are not aware of any other

research to date that has employed a network approach to explore the propagation

of information within the media.

In many real-world social networks, connections and interactions between
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agents can be explicitly gathered from the data, such as through citations in

academia [113], or likes and follows in social media [114, 115]. In the domain

of the news media, whilst there are naturally interactions between agents, these are

latent and network structures must first be inferred from the available data before

one can study the dissemination and propagation of agendas through them. Previous

work on studying the dissemination of news data from a social network modelling

approach has explored what content the media presents [4] and how breaking news

stories are picked up and propagated through the media [116], but not how the net-

work of interactions of the news sources impacts how content is framed.

This study tackles the above by presenting a method to operationalise interme-

dia agenda-setting theory in which each news source is a potential node in a directed

network, and edges exist between news sources when there is empirical evidence

that the opinion expressed by one source on a topic is Granger-caused by that of

another. We implement the proposed method and employ it to answer the following

research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: Can ‘bellwether’ news sources be identified? That is to say, sources

who hold influence over the way in which the rest of the media portray a

story. Moreover, are such bellwethers more central in networks that capture

intermedia influence?

• RQ2: Is there emergent structure in the networks that can potentially impact

how a news story is depicted and propagated across the media?

• RQ3: How does the structure of these networks impact the diversity of opin-

ions that exists across the media on a given topic?

In chapter 3 we performed topic modelling on a collection of news articles to

identify 200 topics discussed in the news media between May and December 2016.

We then used sentiment analysis to generate multiple time series, each of which

captures how a news source’s opinion of a particular topic evolves over time. The

first contribution of this chapter is in identifying lead-lag relationships between the

opinions expressed across news sources. With these pairwise relationships we then
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construct networks representing how agendas are transmitted and adopted by the

media. The second contribution is then in applying this method to explore opinion

diffusion in the media. The final contribution made in this chapter is towards the

discussion of the ability of the media to self-regulate and provide a varied perspec-

tive for public opinion formation.

The results find:

1. There exist significant lead-lag relationships in which specific news sources

can influence the framing with which a story is presented.

2. Intermedia influence networks are able to capture characteristics that are con-

sistent with intermedia agenda-setting theory, such that certain elite news

sources sit more centrally.

3. Influence is distributed across media sources and bellwether behaviour varies

depending on the topic.

4. A significant proportion of topics exhibit ‘gatekeeping’ tendencies in which

a small subset of news sources have disproportionately large influence.

5. Influence networks exhibit small-world characteristics with communities of

densely connected subgroups.

6. The overall diversity in expressed opinions is impacted by the structural fea-

tures of intermedia networks. In particular, the density of such intermedia

networks has a negative impact on the opinion diversity on a topic whereas

the strength of the network clustering has a positive impact on it.

4.2 Background
As outlined in chapter 1, agenda-setting theory argues that the media does not regu-

late what audiences think, but rather it tells them what to think about by controlling

what content is accessible. It paints the media as ‘gatekeepers’ of information about

reality by selecting, omitting, and framing what issues are reported on, and to what

extent. This then prompts the public to perceive selected issues as being more/less
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important than others, or drawing links between events, which ultimately changes

how the audience engages with the issue and thereby influences the public’s narra-

tive [15].

Beyond looking at the relationship between the media and the public, interme-

dia agenda-setting research concerns itself with measuring the extent to which news

content transfers between media. The highly regarded media have been shown to

exert influence over their peers [4, 5]. This “co-orientation” within the media can

be attributed to several factors. One explanation is that it is the result of ‘churnal-

ism’, whereby media sources re-hash the content of their peers without having to

expend the resources that are required to construct the narrative [5, 12]. Another the-

ory is that co-orientation is sociopsychological in origin, whereby the major news

sources are regarded as better judges of what is (subjectively) newsworthy [5, 117].

Recently, intermedia agenda-setting has also considered the transfer of content be-

tween different types of media, such as whether and when the mainstream media

influences social media, and vice versa. It has been shown, for instance, that the

online news media influences the content of politically aligned Twitter accounts

[5].

So far, intermedia agenda-setting research has focused on testing a priori hy-

potheses about the expected influence exerted by certain news sources. For exam-

ple, Vargo and Guo, [4] find that The New York Times and The Washington Post

have the ability to set the agenda of others. In [29], Welbers et al., find a similar

effect for Algemeen Nederlands Persbureau (ANP) in the Dutch press, while Lim,

[12] identifies intermedia agenda-setting effects of Chosun.com and Donga.com on

other South Korean online media websites.

By operationalising intermedia agenda-setting in network terms, this study cir-

cumvents the need for a priori assumptions about which sources may act as agenda-

setters. A core component in this is to automatically capture and interpret how the

agents in the news media influence one another. As will be discussed in the next

section, the concept of ‘influence’, and how it is measured, has emerged as a popular

field of research in applied mathematics and computer science.
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4.2.1 Social Network Influence

There is no single mathematical definition of social network influence. This is

largely because it varies between contexts, and even within the same domain, it

can be unclear how influence is defined. Peng et al. [64] describe four basic com-

ponents that define influence, regardless of the domain: (1) social influence exists

between two agents, the influencer and the influencee (aka. the influenced); (2) in-

fluence is a function of uncertainty, with zero uncertainty if the influencer has no

doubt that the influencee will perform an action and the maximum amount of un-

certainty when the influencer has no influence over the influencee’s actions; (3) the

level of influence can be represented by a real number which describes the uncer-

tainty of the influencer’s ability to dictate the influencee’s action; (4) influence does

not need to be symmetric.

Consistent with the above criteria, numerous evaluation metrics have been pro-

posed to assign influence values to agents in social networks, some based purely on

centrality and network topology, and others on entropy measures. Degree, close-

ness, PageRank, HITS and Katz centralities have all been used in past studies

[66, 64, 67, 68].

While influence measures based on network topology are convenient because

they may be calculated for an arbitrary network, they ignore potentially valuable

information about the content of the signals being passed through networks. En-

tropy measures of influence are one method for including signal content. Ver Steeg

and Galstyan [69], for example, propose the use of transfer entropy, a measure for

determining how much better the sequence of signals emitted by one agent can be

predicted by including the signal history from another agent. Other methods have

focused on whether the signals transmitted by one agent Granger-cause those of the

other agents within the same network [4]. This study builds networks of influence

based on the latter approach.

4.2.2 Opinion and Emotion Influence

Prior research has approached the question of how actors influence one another

through emotion from two differing disciplines. The idea of how emotions and
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opinions are influenced has been studied extensively in the fields of psychology,

cognitive science and sociology [118, 119, 120]. More recently though, computa-

tional and mathematical models have explored how sentiment and opinions spread

through social networks. The addition of emotion in the context of influence within

social networks has been examined in Twitter [121, 122, 123], Facebook [124], and

blog posts [125, 126]. Semantic information expressed by actors in social media

has been proposed as a method to augment influencer detection beyond what is pos-

sible using only network topology [126, 127]. Inversely, incorporating information

about a user’s influence based on network topology has been used to augment sen-

timent analysis [128, 125]. Furthermore, contagion models have been developed to

study how emotion and emotive content propagates and diffuses throughout social

networks; sentiment in social media-based content has been shown to correlate with

both the speed and quantity of information sharing [129, 130, 121, 123].

4.3 Methodology
One of the outputs of the method described in the last chapter was a structured

dataset that captures the opinions expressed by a set of news sources on a set of

topics and how these opinions evolve over time. Here, we build on this output to

infer networks in which nodes are distinct news sources and edges exist between

two news sources when one news source’s opinion influences that of the other.

4.3.1 Topic-Level Influence Networks

There have been many proposed definitions of influence, and metrics vary widely

depending on the discipline, application area and data. The definition used here

follows that of [4] in which, for two agents A and B, A is considered to influence

the opinion of B on a given topic if the prior opinion expressed by A on that topic

increases our ability to predict that of B. More formally, if the conditional probabil-

ity of observing B(t) is dependent on A(t− δ(t)) for some time t and lag δ(t), then

A influences B. This lead-lag relationship is measured using the Granger causality

test [70]. Source A’s opinion leads that of B on a particular topic if A’s opinion

time-series Granger-causes that of B on that topic with a p-value lower than 0.05.
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We account for family-wise error rate by applying the false discovery rate correc-

tion, which is implemented with the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [131].

Figure 4.1: The network-construction process: A topic-specific opinion time-series is in-
ferred for each news source based on the content that they publish. Networks
are inferred for each topic based on the empirically measured conditional de-
pendence between the opinion time-series of the news sources.

For each pair of news sources, once lead-lag relationships between agents are

identified, they can be used to populate topic-level influence networks. Graphs

depicting the relationships between pairs of news sources are then constructed sep-

arately for each topic. Where a lead-lag relationship has been determined, both

agents are added to the relevant graphs as nodes. An edge is drawn between them,

with an arrow leading from the influencer to the influencee, resulting in an un-

weighted directed graph. This procedure is sketched in Figure 4.1.

Network sizes vary across topics because a news source is only added to a

network if it has at least one edge. This results in the exclusion of sources which

are neither active in the discussion of a given topic, nor have impact on their peers.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of such a network.
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Figure 4.2: An example of the intermedia influence networks for a topic about the 2016 US
presidential election. Each node is an agent within the news media and an edge
exists going from an influencer to an influencee.

4.3.2 Opinion Diversity

One of the questions this study wishes to address is whether one can deduce how

diverse the opinion surrounding a topic is, given what we are able to capture of the

influence that news sources have on one another. We, therefore, desire a measurable

statistic that represents how varied news sources are in their opinion towards a given

topic. For this purpose, we define a measure of ‘opinion diversity’ on a topic k as

the median of the daily cross-sectional variance of expressed opinions across news

sources:
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yk = median {Var[Gt,•,k]|t ∈ {0, . . . , T}} (4.1)

= median

 1

|A|

|A|∑
a

(Gt,a,k −Gt,•,k)
2|t ∈ {0, . . . , T}

 . (4.2)

Low values of y indicate a general consensus in opinions, whereas higher val-

ues reflect greater heterogeneity. The median is chosen as a measure of central

tendency as it is robust to skewed distributions, which in our domain arise when a

topic receives a burst of news activity, such as a breaking news event.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Bellwether Behaviour

Figure 4.3: An example of how topic-specific sentiment changes over time. The example
shown here is the ‘Brexit’ topic. The BBC (orange) is a bellwether on this topic
as it leads the consensus (blue) whereas CNN (green) lags the consensus.

Here we present the results and discussion concerning RQ1, which asks

whether the opinions that news sources adopt are influenced by those of their peers.

There has been extensive research into herd behaviour and interdependence

within the fields of behavioural economics and social psychology, in which studies

have shown that an individual’s bias towards a particular group is a significant con-

tributor towards their social relations [132]. This behaviour has also been proposed
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as a factor in determining how stories are framed in the media [32].

We distinguish between two indications of potential peer influence. The first

takes a ‘one-versus-all’ approach, which considers whether the dynamics of a news

source’s opinion on a particular topic influences, or is influenced, by the average

opinion expressed by the remainder of their peers and competitors, which we will

refer to as the ‘consensus’. The second measures whether there is a measurable

relationship between distinct pairs of agents that cannot be explained away by the

consensus.

To test whether an individual news source acts as a leading indicator on a

particular topic, it is first removed from the consensus and then tested to see whether

the time-series that represents the consensus on that topic is Granger-caused by the

news source in question. The inverse is also performed to determine if the opinions

of the source are Granger-caused by the consensus. This test is performed for each

topic and each news source that contributes to that topic. Sources that act as leading

indicators are referred to as ‘bellwethers’ and an example of this is presented in

figure 4.3.

Figure 4.4 presents an overview of the relative frequencies at which a news

source leads versus lags the consensus. Of the 15,800 possible lead-lag relation-

ships, there are 379 (2.4%) cases in which a news source Granger-causes the con-

sensus and 256 (1.6%) instances where a news source is Granger-caused by the

consensus.

Each of the 97 news sources act as bellwether for at least one topic, with the

average news source being credited as a bellwether for 5 different topics. This is

supportive of findings such as those by Althoff et al. [108], who find that different

media tend to specialise in specific topics. A manual inspection of the set of agents

suggests that regional and national-level outlets are more likely to lead on topics

within their own geopolitical environments than they are on non-local topics. This is

conceivably because they are attuned to issues that are of concern to their readership

base. Examples of this are the Miami Herald being a leading source on topics

surrounding the ‘Orlando Nightclub Shooting’, or the London Evening Standard
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of the number of topics that each news source lead and lag.

being a leading indicator on the topic concerning ‘London’, ‘Londoners’ and ‘Sadiq

Kahn’. Conversely, a minority of media outlets are leaders of a proportionately

large number of topics. These are found to generally be larger elite outlets, such

as the New York Times and The Telegraph, both of which act as bellwethers on

13 topics, The Los Angeles Times with 10 topics, and The Washington Post with

9. Considering the instances where a source lags the consensus, the results also

indicate that no single news outlet is wholly independent of other sources, but rather

all have at least one topic for which they are trend followers.

This first result supports the notion that there is not only some level of interde-

pendence in the topics which the media chooses to report on but also in the manner

in which they do so. Next, we consider influence at a pairwise level and whether

this phenomenon is mirrored in the influence networks described in section 4.3.1.

In particular, we test whether the bellwether news sources are more central in inter-

media influence networks than those that are not bellwethers. For this, each news

source is assigned to one of four groups depending on whether it leads the consen-

sus of a topic (i.e., a bellwether), whether it lags the consensus, whether it neither

leads nor lags the consensus or whether it both leads and lags the consensus (mutual
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Granger causality). The PageRank centrality of each news source is calculated for

each of the topic-influence networks it sits in1. The distributions of the resulting

centrality measures of the groups, shown in figure 4.5, are then compared by per-

forming a Kruskal-Wallis H-test (KW test) for independent samples2, which is a

non-parametric test of whether two or more samples originate from the same distri-

bution. More specifically, the null hypothesis of the KW test is that the medians of

the samples are the same. The KW test is used to test whether the median centrality

of a news source on a topic differs depending on whether that source was earlier

identified as leading the topic consensus, lagging it, neither, or both.

The KW test is performed jointly on the four groups and the results reject

the null hypothesis that the groups are generated from the same distribution (p =

1.7 × 10−4). While from this result we can assume that there is at least one group

whose distribution stochastically dominates the others, it does not state which one.

To determine where the stochastic dominance occurs we furthermore perform the

test between pairs of groups, the results of which are shown in Table 4.1. For any

pair of groups, if the null hypothesis is rejected, then we can simply check which of

the two groups has the larger median. The results table shows us that when a news

source is a bellwether on a topic, it is also more likely to have higher centrality in

the network associated with that topic than when it is not, but there is no statistical

difference between those that lag the consensus and those that are neither leaders

nor laggers.

Lead Lag Both Neither
Lead (n = 137) 1
Lag (n = 102) 0.621 1
Both (n = 605) 0.337 0.721 1
Neither (n = 7826) 0.007** 0.058 0.001*** 1

Table 4.1: The results of the Kruskal-Wallis H-test performed for each pair of groups. Ad-
justing for multiple comparison, the 10%, 5% and 1% significance thresholds
are 0.016, 0.008 and 0.0016 respectively

1The direction of the edges of each graph are reversed to reflect that PageRank assigns centrality
to nodes whose incoming edges have high centrality

2The assumptions for an ANOVA are not satisfied
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Figure 4.5: The distribution of PageRank centrality values grouped by whether a node is a
bellwether, whether it lags the discussion, whether it neither leads nor lags the
discussion or whether it both leads and lags the discussion.

4.4.2 The Structural Properties of Intermedia Influence Net-

works

Having established that there is evidence of intermedia agenda-setting in which

news sources are responsive to the content published by one another, we proceed

by considering the structural properties of the networks that capture intermedia in-

fluence.

4.4.2.1 Intermedia Gatekeeping

The ‘gatekeeping’ function of the media is well documented whereby, even in the

age of social media, news editors act as information filters and barriers to the con-

tent that is disseminated to the public [133]. What is less well understood is whether

there is intermedia gatekeeping in which a small subset of actors have influence

that spans disproportionately far. We employ our inferred networks to address this

question by testing whether individual news sources have disproportionately large

influence that could enable them to govern the agendas of the discussion on partic-

ular issues. The scope here is not to definitively state whether or not certain players
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dominate the agenda of a topic, but rather to ask whether the network structure

facilitates this behaviour.

We reason that if the media does have highly influential gatekeepers who can

directly impact others, then we would expect to see a considerable proportion of top-

ics where the associated network has at least one source that is significantly more

central than would be expected to find if influence were assigned randomly. First

we consider consider descriptive statistics about the aggregate influence. As seen in

figure 4.6, we find that the larger news sources, such as The Los Angeles Times, The

Telegraph, CNN and BBC, in general have greater total out-degree across networks.

This qualitatively shows that influence is not uniformly distributed. However, from

a quantitative standpoint it does not suggest whether this indicates disproportion-

ately influential actors. We therefore run the following binomial test: for each net-

work, g ∈ G, we begin by considering the out-degree of the most central node,

kmax(g). We then ask what the probability would be of observing a node with out-

degree k ≥ kmax(g) under an Erdős-Rényi network generation process that has

the same average degree as g. For a network g with n nodes and np edges, if the

probability, P (k ≥ kmax(g)), as given in equation 4.3, is smaller than a threshold

α (where α includes Bonferroni correction), then we can argue that g has at least

one disproportionately central actor. We repeat this procedure for the second most

central node, (kmax−1(g)), third most central (kmax−2(g)), etc.

P (k ≥ kmax(g)) = 1−
kmax(g)∑
i=1

(
i

n

)
pi(1− p)n−k (4.3)

The results, seen in figure 4.7 show that, after performing this test on each of

the 200 topics, we observe 63 cases (31.5%) where we can reject the null hypothesis

that the centrality of the most central node in the network could be generated from

an Erdős-Rényi process. From this result it is not possible to definitively conclude

that there is systematic gatekeeping in the media. However, it does provide strong

evidence that there are certain topics for which a small subset of the media hold a

disproportionate amount of influence. We sought to corroborate this by performing

a rich-club analysis [134] (the rich-club effect is a widely known measure of the
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Figure 4.6: The cumulative out degree of the top 20 topics

excess of interaction between nodes with a large degree in a network). However, the

results were inconsistent and only a small minority of topics showed any evidence

of the rich-club effect. This is to be expected given that connectivity in the domain

of intermedia influence reasonably tends to be acyclic. From this we can conclude

that for the topics that do exhibit gatekeeping tendencies, the influence appears

to be enjoyed by only one or two sources which are largely insulated from other

influential sources.

4.4.2.2 Small-World Properties

The small-world property of many empirical social networks has been shown to

have a profound impact on how efficiently information spreads through them [78].

Due to their high clustering and small characteristic path length [76], the nodes

of networks that exhibit the small-world property locally sit within a close-knit

community, whilst simultaneously still allowing for information to pass efficiently

through the network as a whole. In networks that exhibit the small-world phe-

nomenon, innovations (i.e., novel perspectives) by an individual are likely to spread

through the network and be picked up by others. In the context of intermedia in-
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Figure 4.7: The percentage of topics which reject the null hypothesis of P (k ≥ kmax−x)
for varying x

fluence networks, this phenomenon translates to most sources appearing to be inde-

pendent of one another, while in fact requiring only few steps for a new spin on a

story to propagate through the network as a whole.

There have been several proposed measures of small-worldness, each of which

relies on a slightly varying interpretation of how a small-world network is defined

[79, 77, 135]. One popular method, proposed by Humphries and Davies [79], mea-

sures small-worldness using σ =
C
Cr
L
Lr

, where C and L are the clustering coefficient

and average path length of the network respectively, and Cr and Lr are the cluster-

ing coefficient and average path length of an equivalent random network. Though

having been criticised as overestimating small-worldness on large networks [77], σ

has the benefit of having a simple heuristic for classifying a network as small-world:

if σ > 1 then the network is said to be small-world. The networks we consider are

not particularly large (ranging from between 20 to 50 nodes per network), making

the σ value an appropriate choice. In calculating σ, we use the definition proposed

in [136] that extends the definition of clustering from the undirected to directed

graph case:
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C =
1

N

∑
i∈G

1
2

∑
j,h∈G

(eij + eji)(eih + ehi)(ejh + ehj)

(Kout
i +Kin

i )(Kout
i +Kin

i − 1)− 2
∑
j∈G

eijeji
,

where N is the number of nodes in the network, enm is an an indicator function of

whether there is an edge going from node n to node m, and Kin
n and Kout

n are the

in-degree and out-degree of node n respectively. The average shortest path between

directed nodes is defined as [137]:

L =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
j∈G,i 6=j

dij ,

where dnm is the shortest directed path length from node n to node m.

To generate equivalent random networks that maintain equivalent degree se-

quences, we follow previous studies [138] by randomly reshuffling edges, whilst

preserving the in-degree and out-degree for each node.

Figure 4.8 shows a histogram of the σ values of the topic networks. 87.5%

of the networks have a value of σ > 1, a strong indication that the media exhibits

small-world tendencies in the manner in which they influence one another to adopt

a particular opinion.

4.4.2.3 Opinion Diversity

Now that we have a comprehensive view of the topology of intermedia influence

networks, we proceed to explore the impact that the topology has on the level of

opinion diversity observed across the media.

Having a variety of opinions, emotions and viewpoints expressed by differing

sources in the media is imperative to giving the public an opportunity to gain expo-

sure to alternative perspectives on a particular issue [139]. The above analysis of the

structure of the networks indicates that there are both instances of identifiable com-

munity structures throughout the networks (which may isolate news sources from

one another) as well as relatively short average distances between nodes (which con-

versely, may result in new information or perspectives spreading and being adopted

through the network efficiently). In this final section, we seek to quantify the net
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Figure 4.8: Histogram showing the distribution of small-worldness, σ. A value of σ < 1 is
considered not to be small-world.

impact that these two competing forces have on the diversity of expressed opinions

in the news media. To test this, we propose a series of linear models that attempt

to capture these effects and compare them based on the significance of their coeffi-

cients, while also controlling for the size and density of the networks.

We compare three linear regression models and examine their coefficients.

The dependent variable, log(y), is the log of the opinion diversity, defined in Eq.

(4.1). Each of the models contains as independent variables the average shortest

path length, L, as well as the size of the network, N , (measured as the number of

nodes) as a control variable. The first model, M1, also includes the average cluster-

ing coefficient, C, as an independent variable while the second model, M2, includes

the network density, d, instead. The third model, M3, considers the combined effect

that both d and C have on log(y).

Some topics covered in the news media may be intrinsically highly emotive,

though not necessarily be particularly divisive or material to overall public opinion.

Topics such as sport or celebrity gossip fall into this category, compared to, for ex-

ample, media coverage about election candidates or international affairs. Therefore,
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the topics are inspected manually by the authors, and all of the topics that are clearly

about sports, celebrity gossip or lifestyle/entertainment are ignored. This results in

a sample size of 161 networks.

M1 M2 M3

Intercept -15.15
(0.001***)

-15.10
(0.001***)

-14.03
(0.001***)

Avg. shortest
path length (L)

-0.21
(0.314)

-0.03
(0.830)

-0.01
(0.967)

Network Size (N ) 1.76
(0.001***)

1.30
(0.006***)

0.98
(0.042*)

Avg. clustering
coefficient (C)

-0.16
(0.504) -

0.67
(0.024**)

Density (d) -
-0.46

(0.093)
-0.95

(0.006***)
R2 0.163 0.183 0.223

Table 4.2: The regression coefficients of each of the three linear models. Model M1 is
log(y) = ω0+ω1L+ω2N+ω3C, modelM2 is log(y) = ω0+ω1L+ω2N+ω4d,
model M3 is log(y) = ω0 + ω1L+ ω2N + ω3C + ω4d, where y is the opinion
diversity, L is the average shortest path length, N is the network size, C is the
average clustering coefficient, d is the network density. The values shown below
pertain to the coefficients ωi (i = 0, . . . , 4) with p-values reported in brackets.
(∗p < 0.1;∗∗ p < 0.05;∗∗∗ p < 0.01.)

The results provided in Table 4.2 show the regression coefficients of the three

models. In all three models, opinion diversity increases as a function of the size of

a network however the average shortest path length is not a significant covariate.

In M1 and M2, neither the average clustering coefficient nor the density adds ex-

planatory power beyond that of just the network size. In the third model, however,

we see compounding effects in which increasing network density reduces diver-

sity while higher clustering increases it. A possible interpretation of this result is

that, in general, greater interconnectedness captures the known effects of interme-

dia agenda-setting in which news sources tend to mimic one another and mutually

reinforce each other. However, the formation of local subgroups in the media con-

trasts this effect and allows different groups to express different opinions on the

same issue and therefore reduce the global consensus.
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4.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we presented a method to operationalise intermedia agenda-setting

by identifying networks of relationships in the media that capture how news sources

influence one another to adopt particular agendas on given issues.

We used network analysis to explore the propagation of opinions about a topic

in the media. In doing so, we revealed characteristics of online news dissemina-

tion and the opinion-adoption process of the media. We found that, consistent with

the expectations of intermedia agenda-setting theory, there is identifiable influence

among the news media, both where sources lead/lag the herd, as well as on a peer-to-

peer level. While those who lead the consensus vary from topic to topic, we found

that elite news sources, such as the New York Times, The Washington Post, etc., are

more likely to be identified as a bellwether than those that are not elite. Moreover,

we found that the larger, well established news sources also tend to have higher

centrality in the networks that directly measure peer-to-peer influence. This obser-

vation is consistent with other findings in the literature about the flow of agenda

from elite-to-non-elite [13], but contrasts the findings of other recent studies that

explore the level of influence maintained by different actors in the media. A study

by Vargo and Guo [4] on the influence between types of media concluded that, in

response to a shifting audience, the large elite media have become attentive to the

agendas of smaller online news sources. Our results suggest that, while the elite

media sources can be attentive to others, they do still have comparably more power.

When compared to a null model, the results identified that some topics cov-

ered by the media form network structures in which influence is highly centralised

to a a small subset of news sources. This effect was only observed on 31.5% of the

available topics though, so we are unable to definitively state whether or not such

effects are systematic. The results did, however, find pervasive evidence of small-

world characteristics between interacting news sources, and that this phenomenon

is persistent across topics. Previous work on the network structure of news dissemi-

nation has also found small-world properties when investigating the propagation of

breaking news [116]. While such work has demonstrated that breaking news has
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the ability to propagate quickly; by focusing on the associated sentiment of pro-

longed topics, the observed small-worldness in our results indicated that changes

in the framing of a story (via the sentiment) are also subject to being rapidly dis-

seminated. Finally, by comparing descriptive networks statistics to the dynamics of

how the media discusses topics, we found evidence that intermedia influence can

be a positive factor in presenting diverse perspectives. In particular, the final set

of results gave evidence that, while greater degrees of interconnectedness (in the

form of more densely connected networks) were associated with reduced diversity

in the overall expressed opinions that the media presents on an issue, this effect was

diminished for topics in which the media forms clusters of influence.

As the first study of its kind to look at the impact that the structure of an in-

fluence network has on how opinions are adopted in the media, there are several

questions that can extend this work. Notably, the model used in this study is agnos-

tic of entity-specific information such as partisan effects and ownership structure.

While outside the scope of this thesis, future research may wish to include these

features to test whether and how they impact the opinion dynamics. There is more

to be understood about the nature of intermedia influence through further studying

the impact of the magnitudes and duration of the lead-lag relationships.

While the results presented thus far demonstrate that there is a clear link be-

tween the inferred structure of intermedia networks and the diversity in expressed

opinions, it also raises the questions of how general this result is. There are many

other domains in which opinions propagate between agents, so is this result idiosyn-

cratic to the media, or is there a mathematical foundation between the topology of a

social network and the diversity of expressed opinions within the respective society?

This more general question is the subject of the next chapter.





Chapter 5

The Impact Of Noise And Topology

On Opinion Dynamics In Social

Networks

The last chapter highlighted the link between opinion diversity in the media and the

structure of the latent networks that describes how news sources influence one an-

other. The underlying mechanism behind intermedia agenda-setting that describes

how messaging effects audience response is not necessarily unique to the media.

There are numerous other domains in which people and organisations are influenced

by the opinions and actions of those around them.

Opinion dynamics research also seeks to understand how opinions propagate

within social networks. However, while traditional models of opinion dynamics

generally consider closed systems, the media is a domain where new external infor-

mation is constantly being added. This chapter, which has been published in [3],

bridges the gap between intermedia agenda-setting research and opinion dynamics

by extending two well-established models to incorporate random opinion fluctua-

tions as would be expected in real-world settings. It analyses the impact that the

structure of a network has on resultant opinion diversity under the new models.
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5.1 Introduction

Opinion dynamics is the study of how individuals form opinions as a result of so-

cial interactions [11]. The field has seen increased research interest over the past

few decades, ostensibly due to the rise of online social media platforms and e-

commerce. There are numerous problems of interest including whether, or how

quickly, people’s opinions converge to agreement [44, 140], how to identify the

most influential actors [66], and the effects that stubborn and zealous actors have on

the system dynamics [141, 142, 35]. One of the important areas that is frequently

overlooked is that of opinion diversity. Opinion diversity captures how varied the

set of opinions are within a society.

Modelling society as a social network provides a useful mathematical frame-

work for understanding how opinion dynamics leads to differing outcome be-

haviours. However, in an environment where opinions may be stochastic, it is still

unclear precisely what role network topology plays in the distribution of opinion.

To gain a better understanding of this, we investigate the effect that varying network

structure has on the diversity of opinions.

Depending on the context and how it is defined, discord and diversity among

opinions within a collection of individuals can be viewed as either a positive or neg-

ative property [102]. Greater issue diversity in politics (i.e., the extent to which the

public is concerned with a wide range of issues), for example, mitigates the nega-

tive effects that party polarisation has on the public’s satisfaction with democracy

[143]. In the media, diversity of news coverage provides the public with access to a

broader range of issues, encouraging better-informed decisions about their commu-

nity and quality of life [144, 9]. However, diversity can also highlight conflict. In

social media, for instance, we frequently see polarisation, especially on politically

motivated issues [145, 146]. The types of scenarios where diversity is undesirable

is in situations where there is a ground truth, such as whether climate change is a

hoax or whether vaccines increase the likelihood of developing autism.

There is a growing body of literature looking at conflict within social networks,

the bulk of which treats the topic as an optimisation problem. Mackin and Patterson
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[147], for instance, propose a method for optimal leader placement, while Musco

et al. [148], suggest an algorithm that optimises the weights in a network as a

means to minimize polarisation. The results of such optimisation methods can be

valuable to network administrators, especially for ‘social planning’ purposes, such

as making link recommendations. However, they are of limited practical utility

when, as is often the case, administrators have neither the means nor the desire to

directly control interactions between specific parties. For instance, the influence

networks in the previous study are an emergent property of a free press. A direct

intervention to add or remove links would translate into policing media output.

Nevertheless, many empirically-observable networks can be characterised and

classified according to a number of different network statistics, such as how densely

connected they are, whether they are prone to clustering, etc. These structural prop-

erties, collectively referred to as a network’s ‘topology’, influence how signals prop-

agate through the network. Recognising this, rather than propose a measure to op-

timise networks for opinion diversity, we instead study the impact of a network’s

topology on the resultant opinion diversity of the system.

To study the role of topology in opinion diversity, we begin with an agent-based

model of a system of interacting agents. The majority of the classic models of opin-

ion dynamics assume that opinion update rules are deterministic. As such, most

models guarantee convergence to a consensus opinion under very reasonable condi-

tions of connectedness [149]. Opinions in the real-world, both at the individual and

societal level, are not governed deterministically by social influence nor are they

static [150]. Therefore, we augment two well-established social influence models

to incorporate random opinion fluctuations and examine various network configu-

rations to ask what macroscopic-level attributes of social networks promote/hinder

diversity in the opinions of agents within a social network.

This chapter makes the following contributions:

1. We take two well-established benchmark models, namely the DeGroot and

Friedkin-Johnsen models, and adapt them to a noisy framework.

2. We present a testable measure of expected network opinion diversity of the
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proposed models. We derive an analytical expression for this that can be com-

puted for an arbitrary network from the eigenvalue sequence of its adjacency

matrix.

3. We show the impact that network density, clustering and community struc-

ture have on opinion diversity. We also demonstrate how, depending on how

the underlying distribution is defined, random fluctuations can capture both

endogenous and exogenous factors that contribute to opinion formation.

4. We empirically validate the predictions of the noisy DeGroot model by testing

the extent to which it captures variations in opinions in online news data.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.2 provides

background and discusses relevant recent advances in noisy opinion dynamics mod-

els and opinion diversity. Section 5.3 outlines the classical DeGoot and Friedkin-

Johnsen models of opinion dynamics and then presents two new models, a noisy

Degroot Model and a noisy Friedkin-Johnsen model that extend them. Here we also

introduce a measure of opinion diversity and derive an analytical expression for it

from these models. In section 5.4 we test that our measure of opinion diversity is

consistent with results on synthetic data, while section 5.5 studies the effect that

aggregate levels of susceptibility – a parameter of the Friedkin-Johnsen model that

captures an agent’s openness to their neighbours’ opinions – has on the level of

opinion diversity. Section 5.6 shows how different network characteristics effect

opinion diversity, and in section 5.7 we demonstrate how the addition of stochastic

opinion fluctuation can be used to capture people’s innate need to distinguish them-

selves from the consensus and the effect that this may have on the distribution of

subsequent opinions. Finally, in section 5.8 we empirically test our model’s pre-

dictions of opinion diversity across online news media networks before providing a

general discussion and concluding remarks in section 5.9.
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5.2 Background

5.2.1 Noisy Opinion Dynamics

Many proposed approaches to opinion dynamics modelling rely on agent-based

models, where each individual is represented by an agent and the individual’s opin-

ion is represented by a real value. Many models have been proposed and each tries

to capture one or more of the factors that influence how opinions evolve over time.

The archetypal DeGroot model [42], for instance, captures the property of ‘assim-

ilation’; the tendency of people to adjust their opinions towards those with whom

they interact. Extensions to this approach include the Friedkin-Johnsen model [45],

which accounts for a person’s propensity to cling to prior beliefs. Mäs et al. [151]

incorporate the trade-off between assimilation and differentiation, while Golub and

Jackson [44] capture homophily.

Most of the routinely analysed models begin with the assumption that any ran-

domness in the system is in the initial conditions and that the evolution of the system

itself is otherwise considered to be wholly deterministic. As long as the system is

strongly connected, interactions lead to one of two final states. Either there is com-

plete consensus, in which everyone tends towards the same terminal opinion, or

there is weak diversity, in which everyone adopts one of a discrete number of ter-

minal opinions [152, 153]. These models do not capture individual free will [153],

nor do they account for exogenous factors unrelated to social influence.

Previous attempts to incorporate exogenous noise focused on so-called

bounded-confidence models which assume that a social network’s trust matrix

updates over time as agents add edges with other agents who share similar opin-

ions and drop edges with those whose opinions are dissimilar. Pineda et al. [153],

for instance propose a model in which agents only listen to their neighbours with

a fixed probability; otherwise, they simply update their opinions by following a

uniform distribution. Zhao et al.[154] extend the bounded-confidence model to

study leader-follower relationships with Gaussian environmental noise. Though

not strictly a bounded-confidence approach, Mäs et al. [151] introduce a model

that captures the natural internal struggle between wanting to conform with societal
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views and simultaneously striving for uniqueness. This is a factor that we also

address in this study. In Ref. [151], the authors capture the emergence of self-

organising clusters without the fragmentation seen in other noisy models. Bounded

confidence models are useful because they capture homophily. However, this re-

search is focused on the effect of network topology on diversity of opinions, which

is difficult to study in bounded-confidence models because the network topology

itself does not evolve smoothly in such models.

The line of research in this study bears similarity with work from control the-

ory, where many of the problems of interest are similar. Xiao et al. [155] use an

averaging consensus model with adaptive noise to examine the least-mean-squared

consensus problem of determining, given a particular graph with known nodes and

edges, what edge weight minimises steady-state mean-square deviation.

5.2.2 Quantifying Discord

There is currently no universally-accepted method to capture discord (i.e., the lack

of global consensus) in a social network, though several measures have been pro-

posed for different contexts. Mackin and Patterson [147] put forth a diversity index

measure inspired by ecology and based on calculating probabilities that random in-

dividuals belong to a particular group. Their measure relies on setting a predefined

threshold to distinguish boundaries between groups. Matkos et al., [156] propose

a measure of polarisation of opinions in a system as the `2-norm of the system’s

equilibrium vector, while Musco et al., [148] augment this measure to include dis-

agreement, taken to be the squared difference between opinions of neighbouring

nodes. Chen et al., [157] compare numerous measures that capture some form of

‘conflict’ risk, including polarisation and diversity, and provide average- and worst-

case estimates of these measures.

5.3 Noisy Opinion Dynamics Model
In this section the classical DeGroot and Friedkin-Johnsen models of opinion dy-

namics are reviewed and then extended to a noisy domain.

The DeGroot model [42], which was discussed chapter 2.2, describes a process
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of iterative opinion pooling among a set of N . For set of individuals i = {1, . . . N}

with opinions yt = ( y1,t ... yN,t )T , the individuals update their opinions according

to,

yt = Ayt−1 , (5.1)

where A is a row-stochastic matrix.

The Friedkin-Johnsen (FJ) [45] model is an extension to the standard DeG-

root model that introduces an additional term S that captures the trade-off between

agents’ susceptibility to social influence versus their stubbornness to cling on to

their initial beliefs (prejudices). In the FJ model, agents’ opinions evolve according

to

yt = SAyt−1 + (1− S)ρ , (5.2)

where S = diag(s1, . . . , sN) is a diagonal matrix of susceptibilities where si ∈

[0, 1] stands for the susceptibility of the ith agent and ρ ∈ RN is a column vector

of prejudices. For the purpose of analytical tractability we make the simplifying

assumption S = s1. Notice that if every individual has maximum susceptibility

(i.e., s = 1), then we recover the DeGroot model of Eq. (5.1).

We propose two new models that extend those in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) to allow

for random fluctuations in agents’ opinions. The first is a noisy DeGroot model,

given as,

yt = Ayt−1 + εt(yt−1, A) , (5.3)

where εt(yt−1, A) is a random column vector. εt can be thought of as the aggrega-

tion of the various idiosyncratic factors that affect people’s and organisation’s opin-

ions. This is of particular relevance in the context of the media, who continuously

search for new events to report on, which may contain information that was previ-

ously not incorporated by the system. Assuming such factors to be independent and

drawn from distributions with finite variance, a Central Limit Theorem argument
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allows us to assume εt to be a Gaussian vector with zero mean and variance σ2
1.

However in section 5.7 we will consider alternative realisations of εt to take into

account scenarios where agents are exposed to non-idiosyncratic noise factors.

The second model is a noisy Friedkin-Johnsen model as,

yt = SAyt−1 + (1− S)ρ+ εt(yt−1, A) . (5.4)

There is subtle but important distinction between models with and without noise.

In Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) the adjacency matrix is stochastic, i.e.,
∑N

j=1Ai,j = 1. In

contrast, for the dynamics of Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) to be stable and stationary, the

adjacency matrix must be strictly substochastic, i.e.,
∑N

j=1Ai,j < 1.

5.3.1 Opinion Diversity

Noisy models of opinion dynamics will not converge to a stable consensus, but will

instead converge on a stationary distribution of opinions. To study the factors that

impact this distribution, we propose a measure which we call the opinion diver-

sity, as the expected squared deviation, d, of an arbitrary agent’s opinion from the

population mean ȳt at time t, i.e.,

dt =
N∑
i=1

(yi,t − ȳt)2

N
. (5.5)

For a stationary system we can equivalently denote the long-run expected squared

deviation as

d =
1

N
Tr[Cov[y]] . (5.6)

In the steady state, d measures how well the trust matrix A enforces consensus

despite the additive errors introduced by each node at each step [155].

5.3.2 Noisy DeGroot Model

At a particular time t, the expected opinion diversity dt can be expressed in matrix

form as,
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dt =
1

N
Tr[Var[yt]]. (5.7)

In the long-run, Var[yt] can be written as a sum of errors ε,

Var[yt] = Var[
∞∑
k=0

Akεt−k] (5.8)

=
∞∑
k=0

AkVar[εt−k](A
T )k, (5.9)

where AT is the transpose of A.

Assuming the error terms, εt, to be i.i.d Gaussian with variance σ2
1, then the

distribution of opinions will, as a result of the Central Limit Theorem, also follow a

Gaussian distribution. Hence the above expression can be written as,

Var[yt] = σ2

∞∑
k=0

Ak(AT )k . (5.10)

The steady-state expression for d is then,

d =
1

N
Tr[σ2

∞∑
k=0

Ak(AT )k] (5.11)

=
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

Tr[Ak(AT )k] . (5.12)

5.3.2.1 Undirected Case

First consider the case where the graph G is undirected, in other words, where A is

a symmetric matrix. Using the fact that A = AT , the expression for d can then be

written as,

d =
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

Tr[A2k] . (5.13)
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By exploiting the property that the trace of a matrix is the sum of its eigenvalues,

we obtain the expression,

d =
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

N∑
i=1

λ2k
i (5.14)

=
σ2

N

N∑
i=1

[1 + λ2
i + λ4

i + . . . ] , (5.15)

where λi is the ith eigenvalue of A such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λN . Observing that this is

a geometric series, we obtain the final expression,

d =
σ2

N

N∑
i=1

1

1− λ2
i

. (5.16)

5.3.2.2 Directed case

When the network is directed, we do not have an analytical expression for the ex-

pected diversity, however we can obtain an expected upper-bound.

Since A is a square matrix, it can be written in the diagonalised form A =

V ΛV −1 where Λ is a N × N diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of A and

V is an N × N matrix where the ith column of V contains the normalised right

eigenvector of A corresponding to the ith eigenvalue λi. I.e., V = (vT1 vT2 ... vTN )

where AvTi = λiv
T
i . Similarly, each of the rows of V −1 contains a left eigenvector,

ui of A. I.e., V −1 =

(
u1
u2
...
uN

)
where uiA = λiui.

Inserting the diagonalised form of A and AT into Eq. (5.12) yields,

d =
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

Tr[(V ΛV −1)k(V −1TΛV T )k] (5.17)

=
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

Tr[V ΛkV −1V −1TΛkV T ] . (5.18)

In the case of symmetric A, the eigenvectors form an orthonormal basis, which

results in the inner term simplifying to V −1V −1T = 1. When A is not symmetric,

then the eigenvectors are not guaranteed to be orthogonal. They are, however, still
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linearly independent of one another and of unit-length. We exploit this fact to obtain

upper bounds on the elements of V −1V −1T ,

|(V −1V −1T )i,j|

= 1, if i = j

≤ 1, otherwise .
(5.19)

Multiplying by the diagonal matrix Λk yields,

|Λk(V −1V −1T )i,j|

= λki , if i = j

≤ λki , otherwise .
(5.20)

The same result holds for V TV .

Since we are ultimately only concerned with the trace, we consider only the

diagonal elements. The element i, i of the covariance matrix Var[yt] is,

Var[yt]i,i ≤
σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

λki

N∑
j=1

λkj . (5.21)

Substituting this back into the expression for d and by the same logic we employed

in the undirected case above,

d ≤ σ2

N

∞∑
k=0

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

λki λ
k
j (5.22)

=
σ2

N

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[1 + λiλj + λ2
iλ

2
j + . . . ] (5.23)

=
σ2

N

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

1

1− λiλj
. (5.24)

Note that the above expression results in a real number, even if some of the

eigenvalues are complex. This can be demonstrated by noting that the trace of A

is real. Therefore, any possible complex eigenvalue λi must be accompanied by

a complex conjugate eigenvalue λ∗i , which ensures that the imaginary parts of the

terms in the above sums cancel each other out.
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5.3.3 Noisy FJ Model

If all agents in the system share the same susceptibility, i.e., S = s1 and i.i.d

prejudices with variance ξ2, then using a similar method we can obtain a closed-

form expression for opinion diversity of the FJ model as

d =
1

N
(σ2 + (1− s)2ξ2)

N∑
i=1

1

1− s2λ2
i

. (5.25)

If every actor is perfectly susceptible, (that is, s = 1), then we retrieve the

expression for the DeGroot model in Eq. (5.16). If, in contrast, everybody is com-

pletely zealous (i.e., s = 0), then d becomes completely independent of the graph

and the opinion diversity is just the sum of the variances of the initial conditions σ2

and of the prejudices ξ2, i.e.,

d|s=0 = σ2 + ξ2 . (5.26)

It is worth highlighting that the expressions in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.25) are fully gen-

eral and hold regardless of the specific network topology. Therefore, whenever two

networks’ adjacency matrices are isospectral, they will result in identical opinion

distributions.

5.4 Results
Eq. (5.16) provides an expression for the expected level of opinion diversity of

a system that follows the noisy DeGroot model. We begin by validating that the

expression accurately reflects the realised distribution of opinions1. We generate

900 Erdős-Rényi random networks, each of which has 100 nodes. The networks

vary in how connected they are, with 100 graphs having connectivity p = 0.1 (with

connectivity being the probability of an edge existing between any pair of nodes),

100 graphs having p = 0.2, and so on, all the way to p = 0.9. The networks are

all connected, and each node has a self-edge. The edges are uniformly weighted

such that the adjacency matrices are all row-substochastic. Specifically, the edges

1The code for this study is available https://github.com/samstern/noisy-opinion-dynamics
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of the ith node are set to 1
ki(1+η)

where 0 < η << 1 so that the rows are almost

row-stochastic but the opinions will still follow a stationary process. Finally, for

each network we run 100 simulations of the process in Eq. (5.16) for 500 time steps

each.

Figure 5.1: Steady state distribution of opinions. N(0, d) is a better fit of the data than
N(0, σ2)

If the expression in Eq. (5.16) is correct, then the resultant opinions should

follow a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and variance d. Figure 5.1 shows the

realised distribution of opinion values based on the simulation results. It also shows

the expected distribution N(0, d) as well as a benchmark model of N(0, σ2) for

comparison. Visually, it is clear that the expected distribution of opinions closely

follows the realised values, denoting a better fit than the benchmark model.

We quantitatively validate goodness of fit for the estimate of the opinion dis-

tribution using a one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. The KS test is a non-

parametric test of the empirical distribution, F (x), of an observed random variable

against a given distribution, G(x). Under the test’s null hypothesis, the two dis-

tributions are identical, F (x) = G(x). In this case, F (x) is the agents’ set of

terminal opinions and G(x) is the normal distribution N(0, d). We also perform

the test against a benchmark model, Gσ2 = N(0, σ2). We perform two KS tests

for each of the networks, one for F (x) = G(x) and the other for F (x) = Gσ2(x),

and use the Benjamini-Hochberg error correction method for multiple hypothesis

testing [131]. Of the 900 trials, 89.7% reject the null-hypothesis that the opinions

follow the distributionGσ2(x) = N(0, σ2) at the 95% significance level. In contrast,
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p N(0, σ2) N(0, d)
0.1 100.0 8.0
0.2 100.0 4.0
0.3 100.0 4.0
0.4 98.0 0.0
0.5 90.0 0.0
0.6 82.0 0.0
0.7 78.0 0.0
0.8 86.0 0.0
0.9 74.0 0.0
total (%) 89.7 2

Table 5.1: The proportion of KS tests for which the null hypothesis is rejected

only 2% of cases reject the null hypothesis that the opinions follow the distribution

G(x) = N(0, d). This demonstrates that for the overwhelming majority of cases,

d is an accurate predictor of the expected variance in opinions. The expression in

Eq. (5.16) applies to undirected graphs. Strictly speaking, because the networks are

not regular, by weighting the edges to make them row-stochastic, they are actual-

ity directed. Nonetheless, the above test indicates that Eq. (5.16) is still a reliable

indicator of the expected opinion diversity.

Table 5.1 breaks down the results according to how connected the network is

based on its connectivity p. As shown in the table, d is an accurate predictor of

opinion diversity for the majority of network configurations, although this weakens

as networks become more sparse. We therefore explore how disparate network

configurations lead to differences in opinion diversity in subsequent sections of this

chapter.

5.5 Impact of Susceptibility
The majority of people and organisation do not fully adopt the opinions of their

peers on any given topic. This is due to a multitude of factors, including reliance

on prior opinions and inputs from outside the network. Private belief models, such

as the FJ model, suggest that people are not necessarily wholly susceptible to so-

cial pressures. Even though social planners cannot directly control peoples’ and

organisations’ innate levels of susceptibility, understanding the effect that varying
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susceptibility has on behaviour can give more accurate insight into the levels of

opinion diversity and subsequently be used to inform policy.

In section 5.3, we derived an expression for the expected opinion diversity of a

system in which all actors have both a prior belief ρ ∼ N(0, ξ2
1) and susceptibility

S = s1. We now repeat the steps described above to test whether the expression for

opinion diversity is consistent with observed mean-squared opinion deviations for

systems that follow the noisy FJ model. For a fixed p, we first generate 20 random

graphs, each with 100 nodes. Then, for each graph and for s ranging from 0 to

1 in increments of 0.2, we run 20 simulations and then perform the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test. As before, with only 5% of cases where the null hypothesis is rejected,

there is no compelling evidence that the realised distribution of opinions differs

from the expected distribution.

Figure 5.2: How opinion diversity varies with the susceptibility for different configurations
of noise.

Figure 5.2 shows how the opinion diversity varies with the susceptibility of

the population. When actors are completely unsusceptible to their peers and are

thus only influenced by exogenous noise (s = 0), then the opinion diversity of the
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system is just the sum of the variance of the exogenous noise and the variance in

prejudices between actors (see Eq. (5.26)). At the other extreme, when all actors

are fully susceptible to each other’s opinions (s = 1), the distribution of prejudices

has no impact at all. The variance of the noise, σ2, broadly has the effect of raising

or lowering the level of opinion diversity, while the variance in the prejudices, ξ2,

broadly dictates the slope. It is noteworthy that the impact of susceptibility on

opinion diversity is non-monotonic. That is to say, for any single realisation of a

social network, there may be more than one level of susceptibility that leads to the

same behaviour.

5.6 Impact of Topology on Opinion Diversity
In the models discussed here, opinion diversity is dependent on four factors: the

amount of noise in the system, the number of actors, their susceptibility to social

influence and the structure of the network. Having explored how susceptibility im-

pacts opinion diversity, we proceed to study how the structure of a network impacts

the resultant diversity. We approach this by looking at the macroscopic character-

istics exhibited by real-world social networks, specifically connectivity, clustering,

and community structure, to understand how differences in network topology can

impact the level of agreement between agents.

5.6.1 Connectivity

The connectivity of real-world social networks varies depending on the domain.

Twitter topic networks, for example, are often more densely connected on politically

sensitive topics than on topics that are apolitical [145]. In an Erdős-Rényi network,

the connectivity p is the probability of any two agents sharing an edge. By adjusting

p, one can control how densely or sparsely the network is connected, and thereby

test its impact on a sample population’s opinion diversity. Using the results from

the previous simulation, we compare the distributions of opinion diversity across

the various randomly generated networks and then group them according to how

connected they are. Figure 5.3 shows the distributions of the opinion diversity for

each group of networks. The figure highlights two features, the first showing that
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opinion diversity clearly decreases as a network becomes more densely connected.

The relationship between connectivity and opinion diversity is not linear, but rather

logarithmic; an increase in p by 1% on average leads to a 0.03% decrease in opinion

diversity. The second feature that can be seen is the variance within each of these

groups also decreases as networks become more densely connected, which explains

why, in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in section 5.4, sparse networks were more

likely to reject the null-hypothesis. This is likely due to the fact that, in the case

of sparse networks, a comparatively much larger number of network configurations

leads to the same connectivity.

Figure 5.3: Distribution of opinion diversity, d, grouped by network connectivity, p

The differences in the dynamics for varying macroscopic network characteris-

tics can be attributed to differences in the eigenvalue sequence. The eigenvalues are

all real, and strictly less than 1. Each eigenvalue’s ‘contribution’ to the diversity is

proportional to 1
1−λ2i

. If the system is fully connected, then the largest eigenvalue,

λ1, will have an algebraic multiplicity of 1 and the remaining eigenvalues will be 0.

If the network is entirely disconnected such that the actors are fully independent of

one another, then the algebraic multiplicity of λ1 will be N .

Figure 5.4 illustrates why we see distinctions in diversity for varying degrees of
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connectivity. The eigenvalue index, i, ranked by its value, λi, is on the x-axis, while

the marginal contribution of λi to d is on the y-axis. Each curve represents one of

the randomly generated networks. The long-run opinion diversity for each network

is directly proportional to the integral of its respective curve, as seen in figure 5.4.

What we can see is that the integral increases as networks become sparser.

Figure 5.4: The marginal contribution of λi to d for each network.

5.6.2 Clustering

Moving forward, we now consider the effect that varying the level of clustering

has on opinion diversity for a fixed average degree. It is well-known that in many

real-world social networks, the probability of a social tie existing between any pair

of individuals is not independent of other social ties; instead it is dependent on

whether they have shared neighbours. Real social networks exhibit greater triadic

closure (clustering): two nodes that share a common neighbour have an increased

probability of being neighbours themselves. Small-world networks, which have

both high triadic closure as well as short average path lengths, are of particular

interest. This is not only because many real world social networks exhibit small-
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world properties, but also because signals propagate particularly efficiently through

small-world networks relative to other network structures. For a k-regular graph,

increasing the average degree of a network (which we have already established has

the effect of decreasing opinion diversity) is directly linked with a decreased average

path length between nodes.

The Watts-Strogatz algorithm [76] is a popular method for generating random

graphs that exhibit varying degrees of the small-world characteristic. The method

arranges N nodes in a circular lattice, where each node shares an edge with its

k nearest neighbours in the lattice, so that the degree of each node is p = k/N .

Each of the edges are then randomly rewired with probability q. By varying q,

we can control how clustered the network is. If q = 0, then there is no rewiring

and the network has maximal clustering as well as maximal average path length

between nodes. As q increases, the number of closed triplets decreases. This, in

turn, decreases clustering while increasing the number of long-range connections

between clusters, thus decreasing the average path length. Finally, when q = 1, we

obtain networks with similar properties to Erdős-Rényi random graphs.

To understand the impact that clustering has on opinion diversity, we run a sim-

ilar experiment to that described above. However, rather than using Erdős-Rényi-

generated edges between nodes, the graphs are constructed using the Watts-Strogatz

method. We then compare the distributions of realised opinion diversity of our

graphs for varying q.

As shown in Figure 5.6, the impact of clustering on variations in opinion di-

versity is markedly less than the impact of connectivity. That notwithstanding, it is

clear when looking at a fixed average degree, that as clustering increases, so does

opinion diversity. It is likely that this relationship is due to differences in average

path length, since networks with lower rewiring probability hold fewer long-range

connections. This translates to signals propagating less efficiently from one end of

the network to the other, compared to networks with a greater proportion of long-

range connections.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of opinion diversity grouped by q (rows) and p (columns).

5.6.3 Communities

The final element of network topology that we examine is the ‘strength of commu-

nity ties’. Here we are interested in answering the question: does the strength of

community ties affect opinion diversity? Communities in networks are groups of

nodes that are more densely connected to one another than they are to nodes that

fall outside the group. They are pervasive in many online social networks such as

Twitter, for example, where it has been well-documented that people form commu-

nities that are strongly aligned with their political ideologies [158]. We test this

by comparing the opinion diversity of a collection of randomly generated graphs

with varying degrees of community strength. The stochastic block model [72] is

widely-employed as a canonical model to study the trade-off between inter-group

and intra-group connections in social networks. For a system with m = 2 com-

munities, the stochastic block model for generating networks takes two parameters.

The first parameter is a vector n ∈ Nm, where ni is the number of nodes in the ith

group. The second is a symmetric m ×m matrix, P , where Pi,j is the probability

that an arbitrary node from group i shares an edge with an arbitrary node from group

j. By adjusting the relative values between the diagonal and off-diagonal elements

of P , we generate random graphs with varying degrees of inter- and intra-group

connectivity. We can also adjust the average degree of the network through the sum

of the rows. For an intra-group connectivity Pi,i = π, the inter-group connectivity
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is simply 2k/N − π.

Figure 5.6 shows how opinion diversity changes with the intra-group connec-

tivity for a fixed average degree. Opinion diversity is lowest when π ≈ k
N

(in other

words when there is no clear distinction between groups and therefore no communi-

ties). This is consistent with the previous set of results where it was established that

opinion diversity decreases as networks tend towards Erdős-Rényi random graphs.

It then increases again, either when the inter-group connectivity is much larger than

the intra-group connectivity or vice versa. So-called heterophilic networks, in which

inter-group connectivity exceeds intra-group, are uncommon in networks that gov-

ern the social patterns of relationships and/or group formations. It may still be

observed, though, across groups formed by individuals with complementary skill

sets, such as collaborative work teams [159]. The other extreme, however, where

intra-group connectivity exceeds inter-group connectivity, is ubiquitous and is often

referred to as the ‘echo-chamber’ effect, particularly when group divisions coincide

with political-ideology [160, 161]. The results therefore add to the growing body of

literature that argues that high modularity and closed communities can contribute to

heightened discord.

Figure 5.6: Distribution of opinion diversity for networks with average degree k = 0.5N
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5.7 Adaptive Noise

Up to this point, we have assumed that the stochastic component, ε(yt, A), of the

model represents the aggregation of any exogenous factors other than social in-

fluence that sway opinions. Therefore, we assumed it to be i.i.d Gaussian (i.e.,

ε(yt, A) ∼ N(0, σ2
1)) based on a Central Limit Theorem argument. However,

the stochastic component can also capture endogenous sources of non-deterministic

behaviour. There is evidence, in fact, suggesting that, in addition to the social in-

fluence that cause people’s opinions to gravitate towards one another’s, people also

often ‘strive for uniqueness’ [151, 162, 163]. Optimal Distinctiveness Theory [164],

posits that humans experience competing needs of assimilation (fitting in) and dif-

ferentiation (standing out). While individuals are inclined to conform by their social

environment, they also exhibit a desire to increase their uniqueness when too many

other members of their society hold similar opinions. A similar logic also applies

within the context of the media. From a ‘uses and gratifications’ perspective [18],

media sources need to distinguish themselves from one another as they compete for

their audience’s attention. Purposefully offering contrarian or more extreme views

could potentially be one way of attracting that attention.

We continue by addressing the question of how the trade-off between assim-

ilation and differentiation can be captured within the noisy DeGroot model and

furthermore, how this might impact the distribution of opinion diversity. Assimila-

tion is captured naturally by the models through the interaction weights of the trust

matrix, though differentiation is not. However, as pointed out by Mäs et al. [151],

we can account for the desire to be unique by setting the stochastic fluctuations of

an agent’s opinion to be proportional to how unique their opinion is. With this in

mind, we propose two variants of the noisy DeGroot model: a global uniqueness

(GU) model, which assumes that agents globally strive to be unique from the re-

mainder of the population, and a local uniqueness (LU) model, that models agents

as striving to be unique from their neighbours.

The GU model is distinguished by,
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εi,t ∼ N(0, σ2e−β(yi,t−1−ȳt−1)2)) , (5.27)

whereas the LU model is distinguished by,

εi,t ∼ N(0, σ2

N∑
j=1

, Ai,je
−β(yi,t−1−yj,t−1)2) (5.28)

where β ≥ 0 is a constant that controls how strongly an agent’s desire to be unique

decays as their opinion deviates from the consensus. When β = 0 we get to the

non-adaptive noisy DeGroot model, in other words, the case where noise is i.i.d

Gaussian. This has the nice property that the non-adaptive noisy DeGroot model

can be seen as an upper bound. At β −→ ∞, there is no desire to be unique at all

and we retrieve the deterministic DeGroot model.

The GU model assumes that every actor has knowledge about how their opin-

ion differs from the global mean. They continue to be influenced by their peers,

however the closer their opinion tends towards the mean, the greater the probability

that their opinion will shift dramatically away from the mean. The GU model cap-

tures situations where polling provides knowledge of average opinions in a popula-

tion and in which people are incentivised to stand out or be in some way contrarian

and unique.

In contrast, the LU model assumes that actors have a limited world view and

only know the opinions of their immediate neighbours and not the global average.

It captures the property that agents assimilate to their neighbours while at the same

time desire to be recognised as individuals in their respective social circles.

Unlike for the non-adaptive case, there is no simple closed-form expression

for the expected opinion diversity. To understand how opinion diversity differs

under the varying models, we must therefore rely on simulation results. Using the

random networks generated in the experiment in section 5.6.1, we once again run

100 simulations of both the LU and GU model for each network and compare the

distribution of opinion diversity for differing levels of β and p.

Figure 5.7 shows, for fixed β, how opinion diversity changes with the average
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Figure 5.7: How opinion diversity varies with connectivity for the GU and LU model de-
pending on β.

degree of a network. The realised opinion diversity under the LU model is consis-

tently lower than that of the GU model. Just as with the non-adaptive model, opinion

diversity decreases as networks become more densely connected for the LU model.

A noticeable difference between the GU and the other models is that for higher β,

opinion diversity increases, rather than decreases, with average degree. Figure 5.8

gives us intuition as to why this reversal occurs. It is an extreme example, for il-

lustrative purposes, showing the opinion evolution of a node from two simulations,

one where the node sits within a network with very high average degree and one

where the node sits in a network with very low average degree. In both instances

β = 100, σ2 = 1 and µ = 0.

At higher β, agents have less desire to be unique, and the system becomes less

random (indeed Eq. (5.27) is inspired by the Boltzmann distribution from statistical

mechanics, with β playing the role of its inverse temperature). When an individ-

ual’s opinion is very close to the consensus, the model assumes that they feel a

strong need to differentiate themselves, regardless of β. However, β controls how

quickly this desire tails off as an individual’s opinion moves away from the con-

sensus. When β is large, the desire to be unique is not felt by an individual until
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their opinions are close to the population mean, at which point they then experience

a sudden and strong desire to be unique. The resultant distribution of opinions is

therefore more prone to outliers. This is experienced less in sparse networks, which

advance towards consensus more slowly. For opinion dynamics models that use

adaptive noise to capture the trade-off between assimilation and differentiation, it

may be more appropriate to consider alternative robust measures of dispersion, such

as median absolute deviation. In the example in figure 5.8, the mean-square devia-

tions of the dense and sparse networks are 0.55 and 0.60, respectively, whereas their

median absolute deviations are 0.17 and 0.37.

Figure 5.8: Example highlighting why d increases with p when β >> 0.

5.8 Empirical Evaluation
In this section we validate the noisy DeGroot model of opinion dynamics against

the empirical data set of opinions expressed in the news media from chapters 3 and

4.

In intermedia influence networks, we previously demonstrated how a simple

linear model can capture the relationship between the variance in opinions across

news sources and macro-level network properties, e.g., the average clustering coef-

ficient and density. Having demonstrated that in synthetic data these network prop-

erties are encoded within the spectrum of the graph, we proceed by testing whether
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the expected opinion diversity is an indicator of realised intermedia opinion diver-

sity.

To test this we consider a series of linear models that attempt to capture these

effects and compare the models based on the significance of their coefficients. The

dependent variable, log(y), is the log of the mean-square deviation of news sources

opinions2. Formally, for k ∈ {0, . . . , K}, yk is defined as,

yk = mean {Var[Ht,•,k]|t ∈ {0, . . . , T}} (5.29)

= mean

{
1

Nk

Nk∑
i

(Ht,i,k −Ht,•,k)
2|t ∈ {0, . . . , T}

}
, (5.30)

where Nk is the number of actors in the kth network and Ht,i,k is the opinion

of the ith actor in the kth network at time t. We train three linear regression models,

each with weights learned using maximum-likelihood estimation. The first model

is that proposed in chapter 4, and is of the form, log(y) = ω0 + ω1L + ω2N +

ω3C + ω4D, where L is the average shortest path length, N is network size, C is

the average clustering coefficient, D is the network density. The second regression

is of the form log(y) = ω0 + ω1d, where d is the opinion diversity calculated using

Eq. (5.16). The third and final model includes all the independent variables in both

of the previous two models. Since we cannot directly estimate σ2, models M2 and

M3 implicitly assume that it is constant across networks and is contained within

the regression coefficient. This is a reasonable assumption since the nodes of the

networks all come from the same population and only the edges are changed.

Table 5.2 compares the three linear models. From M2, there is clear evidence

that we can reject the null hypothesis that y is independent of d with 99% con-

fidence. Furthermore, despite being a very simple model, M2 is able to capture

19.2% of the opinion variance in the online news media, increasing to 25% in the

M3 model. While intermedia influence networks are only one of many possible

empirical social networks, the fact that there is a strong relationship between the

2We take the log because the realised opinions are log-normally distributed
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influence networks and the resultant dynamics validates that network topology has

a measurable impact on the level of discord.

M1 M2 M3

Intercept -14.03
(0.001***)

-2.14
(0.001***)

-2.80
(0.003***)

Avg. shortest
path length (L)

-0.01
(0.967) -

-0.03
(0.311)

Network Size (N ) 0.98
(0.042*) -

-0.10
(0.431)

Avg. clustering
coefficient (C)

0.67
(0.024**) -

0.10
(0.027*)

Density (D) -0.95
(0.006***) -

-0.03
(0.712)

Exp. Opinion
Diversity (d)) -

0.49
(0.001***)

0.80
(0.016**)

R2 0.223 0.192 0.250

Table 5.2: The regression coefficients of each of the three linear models. Model M1 is
log(y) = ω0 + ω1L + ω2N + ω3C + ω4D, model M2 is log(y) = ω0 + ω1d,
model M3 is log(y) = ω0 + ω1L + ω2N + ω3C + ω4D + ω5d , where y is
the opinion diversity, L is the average shortest path length, N is network size,
C is the average clustering coefficient, D is the network density and d is the
expected opinion diversity. The values shown below pertain to the coefficients ωi
(i = 0, . . . , 5) with p-values reported in brackets. (∗p < 0.1;∗∗ p < 0.05;∗∗∗ p <
0.01.)

5.9 Discussion
In this chapter, we consider the question of measuring discord in social networks.

Building on a popular model of opinion formation, we investigate the impact of

both noise and network topology on discord. In this context, we propose an index of

opinion diversity based on the expected mean-squared deviation of scalar opinions.

We derive an analytical expression for this index which holds for any network,

and depends on its structural specificities through its adjacency matrix’s eigenvalue

sequence.

Having first validated that the index reliably captures diversity in synthetic

data, we then examine the problem of identifying how network structure affects

opinion diversity. We observe that there is a clear inverse relationship between the

density of a network and the amount of diversity it generates. This relationship
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is the result of the trade-off between the assimilating forces that draw opinions to

converge on a consensus, and the random fluctuations of individuals’ opinions that

inhibit consensus. We further find that the more social ties exist between random

individuals, the quicker each individual’s opinion propagates, and the stronger the

assimilating force becomes relative to random opinion fluctuations. We then con-

sider the effect of clustering and community structure. In both cases we find that

opinion diversity decreases on average when networks become less structured. This

finding is consistent with existing work, such as Musco et al. [148], that finds evi-

dence suggesting that Erdős-Rényi graphs minimise discord in a system. Likewise,

we reinforce findings that, at least in principle, breaking down barriers between

isolated communities can help build social capital [135]. These results can act as

heuristics on how to either increase or decrease discord in a community.

We also demonstrate how stochastic opinion dynamics models can be used to

capture the trade-off between assimilation and differentiation, in addition to ex-

ogenous noise. The results convey that if all individuals perturb their opinions

in proportion to how much they conform, then the resultant behaviour is one in

which people fluctuate between periods of relatively low and relatively high volatil-

ity. There is empirical evidence stemming from the field of social psychology sup-

porting that people seek to establish and maintain a moderate level of uniqueness.

In fact, the volatile behaviour seen in the GU model in particular is suggestive of

attributes associated with people prone to believe in conspiracy theories [165]. The

model assumes that all individuals experience the need for uniqueness at the same

level, β. However, any one person’s desire to be unique is likely context- and time-

dependent, and varies from individual to individual [166]. Therefore, a potentially

fruitful future research lies in extending our model to assign each individual a dis-

tinct β, in order to understand how individuals or communities with an exceptionally

high/low need for uniqueness may impact the long-run distribution of opinions in a

population.

Though weighted-averaging models such as those we employ have received

substantial lines of validation in human-subject experiments (e.g., [48, 49]), vali-
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dating them in large scale experiments has historically proven more difficult. This

is mainly because of the obstacles researchers face when trying to acquire datasets

that contain information on both the networks of social influence and on the tempo-

ral dynamics of the agents within them.

Fortunately, access to online forums and social media platforms has helped fa-

cilitate some big-data-driven empirical research including, for example, studies con-

firming relationships between network modularity and opinion polarisation [158]. It

should be noted, however, that many of the platforms used in these studies, such as

Twitter and Reddit, suffer from participation asymmetry, or the so-called 1% rule,

where only 1% of internet communities generate the content that is viewed by the

remaining 99%.

The noisy models provide testable predictions about the relationships between

the social structure of a population and the amount of disagreement it experiences.

As such, the final contribution of this study was to empirically validate the ap-

proach to opinion diversity on so-called external diversity within the media [103].

That is to say, we looked at the level of diversity across, rather than within, dif-

ferent news sources. Compared to the previous study in chapter 4, including the

expected opinion diversity, d, generated a 12% increase in the R2 of models aimed

at capturing expressed opinion diversity. The results augmented similar findings

from data-driven studies geared toward understanding the impact of network struc-

ture on discord. Garimella et al. [167], for example found evidence that network

structure can be used to identify controversial topics, while Guerra et al. [168] sim-

ilarly showed that community boundaries, and modularity in particular, link with

polarisation of viewpoints on Twitter.

All the analyses we perform, both simulation-based and empirical, are carried

out on homogeneous networks. Some of the network features we analyse, such as

community structure and average degree, do not generalise well to heterogeneous

networks, such as the Barabasi-Albert model [75]. However, the analytical expres-

sions in Eqs. (5.16) and (5.25) are fully general and also apply to the heterogeneous

case. As such, they provide a useful tool to quantify the impact of influencers (i.e.,
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major hubs in social networks) on opinion diversity.

The model captures some of the most well-documented factors contributing

to opinion formation, including assimilation, stubbornness and differentiation. We

acknowledge, however, that there are numerous other factors influencing opinion

formulation that are not captured by our model. For example, the DeGroot and FJ

models do not account for human homophily (the tendency to form ties with those

who are similar and remove ties if they become dissimilar). This work therefore

opens other interesting questions, such as whether similar results could be observed

if we were to use more complex models of opinion dynamics, or alternative mea-

sures of discord.



Chapter 6

General Conclusions

One of the major ongoing policy challenges in western democracies is how to pro-

mote diversity in viewpoints and opinions in the media [14, 169]. Evidence suggests

that agents in the media rely on one another to formulate and validate their agendas,

however intermedia agenda-setting research still only constitutes a relatively small

(though growing) proportion of the literature [13]. Consequently, there have been

very few studies that have looked at how intermedia relationships impact diver-

sity in the media’s reporting, particularly from the perspective of complex systems

research and network science [9]. This research aimed, therefore, to operationalise

and contextualise intermedia agenda-setting and present it as an application of opin-

ion dynamics.

This thesis presented an automated content analysis method using sentiment

analysis and probabilistic topic modeling to discover and analyse online news me-

dia agendas. We applied this method to operationalise intermedia agenda-setting

to uncover latent intermedia influence networks that dictate the level of diversity

observed across the media. Then, we demonstrated how intermedia agenda-setting

can be viewed as an application of opinion dynamics by adapting existing models

of opinion dynamics.

This last chapter summarises the contributions made throughout this thesis,

acknowledges some of the limitations, and discusses potential avenues for future

work.
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6.1 Summary of Contributions and Limitations

Extracting from news content what topics people talk about and how they talk about

them is an important, but nontrivial problem. Traditional approaches to this problem

have relied on manual coding and close reading, which is arduous and not scalable

to big data. The first contribution was therefore to construct a scalable method, us-

ing probabilistic topic modelling, to automatically analyse the content of large news

corpora to measure the media’s agenda. Prior research using probabilistic topic

modelling incorporates only topic weights [96, 9], which overlooks the impact that

framing and valence has on how responsive people are to a message[15, 27, 99]. The

method we proposed, therefore, extends this by incorporating sentiment. Applying

this method to a large dataset of news articles, we were able to demonstrate that

the data-driven method generates results that are consistent with findings from prior

research that relied on manual coding of predefined issues. For instance, the results

indicated that the elite and state-backed news sources use more negative framing

than others. One explanation for this is their propensity to cover ‘hard news’ (such

as global political events) compared to, for instance, tabloids. Negativity in hard

news has been clearly demonstrated to elicit stronger and more sustained reactions

than positive news, so this may be indicative of a tactic employed by the media to

retain interest [99]. This method demonstrates how agenda-setting research can be

performed at scale and generate reliable results.

Despite presenting a more sophisticated approach than previous research quan-

tifying agenda-setting, this thesis still makes numerous simplifying assumptions

about the nature of the agenda-setting mechanism. This is acknowledged as a lim-

iting factor and future research may use more sophisticated methods to quantify

and distill the media’s agenda. Nonetheless, using opinion (i.e., topic-specific sen-

timent) as a proxy for the media’s agenda proved a simple and easily replaceable

measure of media agenda-setting dynamics that generated novel and practical in-

sights into the dynamics of the media.

Chapter 4 applied the previous results to operationalise intermedia agenda-

setting by putting forward a methodology to infer networks that capture influence
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between different news sources on a given topic. This provided a framework for

testing and validating several hypotheses about the flow of agendas through the me-

dia. For instance, the results confirmed that there are bellwether news sources who

act as leading indicators of the opinions that others subsequently adopt. By defining

media gatekeeping in network terms, the results also found evidence of agents that

have disproportionately high centrality in the intermedia influence networks. While

influence was found to be topic-dependent, the elite news sources were identified

as being both more likely to be bellwethers as well as being more central within the

networks. A recent systematic review of intermedia agenda-setting literature found

that the flow of elite-to-non-elite of agenda-setting effects has been a consistent find-

ing [13]. However, by using a network science approach, the results in this thesis

augmented previous findings by demonstrating that influence can be bi-directional

and cyclical whereby the elites themselves are influenced by the non-elites.

The study presented in chapter 4 also found that the diversity of expressed

opinions varies across topic and that the amount of diversity of a given topic is de-

pendent on the topology of the corresponding intermedia influence network. Specif-

ically, the results found that the more densely connected a network is, the less di-

versity there is in expressed opinions while greater clustering increases overall di-

versity. The results also found that larger networks have greater opinion diversity.

This finding, that network size impacts opinion diversity, contrasts findings by Og-

nayanova [14] who found that increasing the number of the news sources does not

increase content diversity. The research by Ognayanova measured diversity in con-

tent while this thesis focused on diversity in expressed opinions. The author argues

that, despite an increase in the number of players, accelerations in the news cycle

and the fast pace of online publishing have created economic pressures that lead to

greater homogenisation of content [170]. This is one possible explanation of why

results (including those of this thesis) still find gatekeeping behaviour by the elite

media. While an increase in the absolute number of news sources may not increase

content diversity, the results of this thesis found that the relative number of sources

on a per-topic level does impact the diversity in expressed opinions. Nonetheless,
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assuming that Ongyanova’s finding of content diversity extends to opinion diversity,

then this would suggest that simply increasing the number of voices in the media

is not the solution to promote diverse opinions, but rather to encourage each of

existing voices to engage in the discussion of a greater proportion of issues.

The final study was a primarily theoretical contribution that gave us a deeper

understanding of how social structure impacts opinion diversity in an environment

where new information is constantly being added to the system. The Noisy De-

Groot model is admittedly an oversimplification of the intermedia agenda-setting

mechanism. Nonetheless, the explanatory power of the model on the empirical data

is statistically significant. As a result, we can surmise with reasonable confidence,

that conclusions drawn from the theoretical model will have corresponding results

if enacted as policy changes in the real world. For instance, one of the methods to

promote diversity is to make the network sparser. This can have policy implications

whereby one can reasonably assume that discouraging churnalism and promoting

independent research across the media would result in greater levels of observed

diversity. However, while this makes intuitive sense, intermedia agenda-setting

emerges from the social and economic need of smaller players to keep pace with

larger and reputable news sources. It is therefore impractical to expect the media to

become fully independent of one another. Similarly, the theoretical results suggest

that breaking up tight-knit communities can help build social capital by decreasing

discord, akin to breaking down echo-chambers. This final study has applications

that reach far beyond just intermedia agenda-setting research. There are many in-

stances where people interact and share opinions in ‘noisy’ environments such as

in legislatures or through discourse in social media. Understanding the interaction

between the noise inherent in the system, the assimilative forces that draw people

towards consensus and the network structure that governs which agents interact is

important for understanding the causes of phenomenon such as polerisation and

fragmentation.
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6.2 Directions for Future Work
Several areas of research could be pursued to further build on the work of this thesis.

This section summarises some of the possible extensions into several related future

potential work streams.

Improved measures of agenda-setting.

Media ‘agenda’ is not a well defined property. It is abstract and so any attempt

to quantify it and operationalise its study will rely on imperfect assumptions. The

approach taken throughout this thesis (using probabilistic topic modelling and sen-

timent analysis), is simple, but not simplistic, and was chosen because it is easily

reproducible and generates testable predictions.

That being said, future work would benefit from further refining the method

proposed here to include additional features, for example, accounting for the emer-

gence of novel topics. The method could also be improved with additional features

relating to the individual news sources such as whether they have any political af-

filiation or shared ownership.

Incorporate other explanatory variables to model media opinion diversity.

The results presented in chapters 4 and 5 find that intermedia effects have a

clear bearing on the diversity of expressed opinions in the media. There are natu-

rally many factors that are exogenous to network effects that also have an impact.

Future research on media agenda diversity can treat the analytical expression for

expected opinion diversity as an aggregate statistic to represent intermedia structure

as one factor in a multi-factor model of media agenda diversity.

Extension to other types of media.

This thesis focused primarily on online mainstream news media. However,

much of today’s information originates from other players, such as bloggers and

influencers, who generate and disseminate content in parallel to traditional media

sources. There has been intermedia agenda-setting research that looks at the flow of

information between media types [4], however this has used aggregate representa-

tive agents to represent different media types. The methods proposed in this thesis,

particularly in chapter 4, can be extended to multiplex networks, where different
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layers of the network represent different types of media.

Alternative measures of discord.

Opinion diversity was quantified as the expected squared deviation of an

agent’s population from the system’s mean. This measure was chosen due to its

simplicity and analytical tractability for arbitrary undirected networks. However,

this method assumes that the distribution of opinions is unimodal with a well de-

fined second moment; which holds true in the intermedia influence networks used

throughout this thesis. However, some real-world domains exhibit polarisation

(such as in online social media), in which case, the distribution of opinions may

be bimodal. An alternative could have been to use the squared difference between

opinions of neighbouring nodes as proposed by Musco et al. [148]. Preliminary re-

sults (not presented in this thesis) indicated that the analogous expression to that of

Eq. (5.16), derived from the squared difference between neighbouring nodes yields

similar results to those presented chapter 5. Nonetheless, we acknowledge this as

a potential limitation and believe that future research would benefit from exploring

alternative measures of discord.

Validate findings on alternative data sources.

The results of chapter 5, particularly the empirical results, can be seen as an

initial validation of the Noisy DeGroot model. It suffers from the limitation though,

which is endemic to any field that operationalise social phenomena, including opin-

ion dynamics and agenda-setting, in the difficulty in creating repeatable experiments

as one does in the physical sciences. We have attempted to overcome this by creat-

ing an ex ante testable prediction and applying it to observational data, however this

still does not guarantee reproducibility. Additional research would therefore benefit

from further validating the findings on more data sources such as news of different

languages, new media platforms such as twitter and blogs, or even laboratory-based

experiments.
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